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Ding, ding, ding

The fight is on between murrelet,
Lumberjack for university mascot
sues.”

By Eric Grammer
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The days of HSU’s mascot, the Lumberjack, may be

numbered.
Among items on the Associated Students elections ballot will be whether students want to change the university’s
mascot to the marbled murrelet. The elections will be held
April 22 through 24.
A.S. President Keith
Wagner acquired the
750 signatures, which
represents about 10 percent of the student
population, required to

get this question on the
ballot. He got students
to sign a petition supporting the option of
being able to vote
whether they want the
new mascot.

Some students who believe the mascot shouldn’t be
He said many people improperly view the murrelet as a changed cite the fact that the Lumberjack is a tradition at
symbol against the timber industry. He believes it would ' HSU. Others who have shown enthusiasm towards the
represent the timber industry as well as modern forestry
petition believe it is good the students get to voice their
practices, such as bio-diversity and the preservation of opinions through the vote.
endangered species and habitat, which are taught at HSU.
Wagner said an issue similar to this appeared on the A.S.
“The murrelet is actually a very appropriate mascot, not ballot four years ago, but the question was whether stu- _
only for Humboldt State, but also for the entire area,”
dents found the Lumberjack “acceptable” as HSU’s masWagner said. “It actually reflects the kind of struggles that cot. He said this question did not define what “acceptable”
we have in trying to keep jobs and the timber industry
meant, which led toa vague question. Wagner said because
going, but at the same time recognizing the fragility of the students didn’t get an alternative to choose, there was
environment.”
nothing to reference the Lumberjack against when answerSoftball coach Frank Cheek said he doesn’t believe the ing this question.
marbled murrelet is an appropriate mascot.
He said the issue over the Lumberjack four years ago was
“Those birds are losers. We have to adjust to our envi-

heated and 25 percent of the student population voted,

ronment to survive,” he said. “Those birds can’t adapt to
their environment and are dying out. So what would that
say about (people at HSU)?”
During his efforts to get students to sign the petition,
Wagner has seen the full range ofresponses from those who
are enthusiastic about the idea, to those who are against
changing it and those who just kind of laugh about it.

which is a considerable increase from the 10 percent turnout usually seenin A.S. elections. The Lumberjack wound
up being found “acceptable” by a ratio of 2-1.
Cheek said the Lumberjack isa tradition and when times
are tough, people must fall back upon tradition to get them

through.
Wagner said many people don’t want to change the

Wagner, who is also an environmental science senior,

mascot because it is a tradition, which he believes is not a

said the reason behind his efforts to get this question on the
ballot was because he believes the Lumberjack is not
representative of HSU’s students because it doesn’t repre-

valid reason for keeping the Lumberjack as the university
mascot.
“T think that it’s really important that when we look at
traditions, we try to make sure we’re judging them in the

“Those birds are losers.”

sent women and minorities, as well as the political views of

FRANK

CHEEK

softball coach

students on environmental issues.

context of the social and cultural values that we’re living

“J know that it’s (the Lumberjack) not representative of
the university as a whole. I mean, the Lumberjack is a big,

within,” Wagner said. “There are a lot of things that have
been traditions over time that aren’t traditions anymore
because they don’t fit.”

white guy with a log on his shoulder,” he said. “I think that

there’s racial implications to that. I think there’s implica-

So what do athletes at HSU think about the possible

tions about attitudes towards the environment in that, and
I think between these kind of things, you would be hard-

change?
Some athletes aren’t so thrilled about becoming marbled

pressed to find a handful of students that really believed in
these kinds of representations at this campus.”

!

Wagner said he believes the marbled murrelet would be
something students would prefer being known as, which
would have positive effects on the image of HSU.
“] think that having an endangered species as a mascot
would be a real positive thing for HSU,” he said. “We are
trying to be an environmentally aware school and this will
help in attracting people who are into environmental is-
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The marbled murrelet — the next mascot?

By Matthew Pass
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Although the university

|

has abolished the materials,
services and facilities fees, a

| 1664

few exceptions linger where
students pick up the tab.

three

faculty

|

members. The total illustrates the ratio of faculty for
every one student. oes are based on the Fall 1996

semester and as of 1/1/97, the Colleges of Arts and
Humanities and Behavioral Science have merged.
SOURCE: UNIVERSITY STRATEGIC PLAN

Stephani Giuntini, a runner on the cross country and
track teams, said, “I don’t really think of it (Lumberjack) as
a sexist thing because I think when they (administration)

See Murrelet, page 6

Few exceptions to materials,
services, facilities charges

Weekly Report

fh

murrelets.
Bill McCallister, a member of the HSU football team,
> ~»ssaid, “I don’t even know what the hell it is.”

|

/

|

BRYAN JACOBS / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Students will still pay for

field trips that exceed $50
and computer lab fees due

to paper costs.
These two MSF fees are
the only exceptions.

Director of Academic Re-

sources Hal Blackiston said,
“You might call those MSF

adjustments or subsidies
because ... (the) university
. is providing money to

_cover those previously defined mandatory fees.”
The university is covering up to $100,000 of MSF
fees for the 1997-98 school
year.
But students will notice
other fees in the 1997 fall
course catalog. Those fees
are not MSF fees but course-

related fees.
User fees are an example

in the course catalog where
students will still pay fees.
They can be considered a
separate

category,

Blackiston said.

User fees are paid to receive non-instructional materials and services that cover

a wide array of areas.
Such areas include hous-

One user fee included in

the course catalog next semester is the Musical Instrument and Audio/Visual
Equipment fee.

Students will pay this fee
in theater arts and music
courses. This fee is used to
repair, maintain and insure
instruments and equipment.
While computer lab fees

will continue to appearas

ing fees, parking fees, sum-

MSF fees, students can vote

mer session fees and lock and
locker fees.

See MSF fees, page 9
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UPD and held for evidence.

No onewasarrested or charged,

but UPD

is seeking criminal

charges of at least one HSU student, Foster said, adding that UPD

is waiting for an arrest warrant.

The person(s) involved will be

charged with a felony for sale of

;
marijuana.
An arrest is anticipated in the

next couple of days, Foster said.

Monday rally supports

Ethnic Studies programs
About 40 people gathered in the

University Center Quad Monday
evening to protest what they allege

Some music faculty
members develop cancer
Six members of the music department faculty have been diag-

body, leading Creed to believe that
there may be other causes.

“When you get six people in one
department who get cancer at one
time, it certainly raises a level of
concern,” Creed said.

nosed with cancer, leaving admin-

istrators and occupational safety
personnel wondering if environmental poisoning is the culpnit.

Odor of marijuana leads
UPD to search; no arrests

Kevin Creed, director for occu-

pational health and public safety,
said vapors from substances used
in the instrument repair shop

which circulated through the
building’s ventilation system may
be the cause. Sampling tests are
under way.

The faculty members diagnosed
with cancer have notall developed
the cancer in the same areas of the

The smell of marijuana emanat-

ing from the first floor of Redwood
Hall prompted the University Police Department to conduct a
search last Friday.
What they found was five packets of marijuana, scales and about
$100, UPD chief Bob Foster said.

These materials were seized by

is the administration’s attempt to
“destroy” the ethnic studies department over the summer.
“Theadministration has over the

past 27 years, tried to eliminate
ethnic studies,” said Jacob Katz, a
wildlife freshman who was among
the meeting’s organizers. “The

only thing keeping it there was stu-

dent pressure.”

_ The meeting stemmed from a
s
number of factors. Organizerwho

cuThe organizers have been cir

ong
latinga petition demanding, am
nt
other things, that the departme
recbe continued and expandedas
reommended in an independent
view last fall.
“The administration ignored it
(the study),” Katz said. “We're
forced to bring it up here.”
Members of the group were

Sardinia, whose

contract is not

being renewed. The loss of
Sardinia would leave the ethnic
studies department with only one
full-time instructor, according to
the Coalition.

The University Planning, Re-

source and Budget Committee
(URPBC) came to a rare 8-8 tie
vote ona decision to remove parking altogether from the west side of
B Street and convert the east side

to general permit parking.
The URPBC, which consists of

g
scheduled to meet this mornin

representatives from the faculty,

lege of arts, humanities and social

makes recommendations on
spending to President Alistair
McCroneand the Executive Com-

students supporting the ethnic

mittee for final approval.
The tie vote is the first that
URPBC Chair Carolyn Mueller
was aware of in the four years she

Studies 105 classes in the fall;

has held the position.

with Mark Rocha, dean of the col

sciences, to preserit the petition.
They hoped to “line the halls” with

studies program.
The petition also calls for:
¢ the reinstatement of Ethnic
e the retention of Sardinia;

e that Rocha attend an “open

administration and student body,

Mueller said some URPBC
members wanted to wait on the B

to ethnic studies as an indepen-

Street proposal until a long-range,
campus-wide parking plan was
completed. However, others were
concerned about the length oftime
that such planning could take.

the administration to restructure

Mueller, who is also a member
of the executive committee, said

out the participation of a fully in-

“for the most part” it accepts the

student forum” within 10 working

days to re-affirm his commitment

dent department; and that
¢ no attempt be undertaken by
or dismantle ethnic studies withformed student body.

called themselves the Student

Revolutionary Coalition areagainst
the case of instructor Antonio

an HSU budget committee meeting last Friday.

Removal of parking
meters still undecided
The fate of a pedestrian walk-

way on B Street is still up in the air
after the topic dominated most of

URPBC’s recommendations.
However, the unusual tied vote

makes speculation on their decision about B Street difficult.
The executive committee, which

also consists of Vice Presidents
Don Christensen, Edward “Buzz”
Jr., is
Webb and Alfred Guillaume
expected to make the decision in
the next two weeks.

SUNS RUDENT FEES

AJ Elections are April 11, 13, 24. You know whar ro do.
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Photos by Ananda Shorey
Center Activities, an Associated Students spon-

sored program, is set up every semester with activia backpacking for the adventurous type to
r cooking classes for the at-home type.

Aspiring belly dancers Gail Lu (middle front) and Sheila Strahorn (front
left) learn graceful veil movements and belly dancing in the Goodwin
Forum. This workshop goes on until May 6.

(Top) Carrie Cottiniconcentrates onher breathing
and flexibility in the Hatha Yoga class taught by

Herbal Identification Walk
Potpourri of Regional Specialities

LornaBrown who practices
and studied Yoga for

Backpacking in the Trinity Alps

20 years. (Bottom) Tashina Woodyard (in

?

California Salmon River Rafting

foreground) and Miranda Smith
are learning the

Whitewater Rafting

basic instruction of playing in this Beginning and
Intermediate Guitar workshop.

|

10

:

;

This is not your ordinary karate move. Nina Chastain (left), a

Blue Lake resident and Tom Nowell, a McKinleyville High

School student, are learning Isshinryu karate, aclassical style
of Okinawan karate.

Timaree Marston practicing graceful veil movements for the belly dancing class.
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Lutheran

Murrelet

The Lutheran College
Fellowship Invites...

Colle ge

still has to pass through the ad-

¢ Continued from page 3
chose it, they didn’t have that in

mind. I think it represents the forest and I think it’s kind of a tradi-

e

a>

tion with Humboldt. When you

Suppers

Fellowship
Groups

Study

e

think of Humboldt State you think
of lumberjacks. It would be a
shame to get rid of that.”
Organizations which support
the students’ right to vote on the
mascotinclude: the Student Environmental Action Coalition, Cam-

Socials

-.-and

pus Center for Appropriate Technology, the Women’s Center, the

more!

HSU Green Party and the Hemp
Club.
If students vote to change the

Located at the

mascot to the marbled murrelet, it

ministration.
The student vote is an advisory
vote which goes to the administra-

tion telling them how the students

feel. The ultimate decision will
come from President Alistair
McCrone.

Wagner said it would take ef-

said. “If that’s the case, then |

would still encourage students to
vote for the murrelet as mascot

because if they vote for somethin
other than the Lumberjack, that
proves they don’t wantit (the Lumberjack) to represent them.”
Wagner

said if this mascot is

elected by the students and the

forts by students after the election

administration doesn’t accept it
because it is controversial, then

the administration may be reluctant to make the change without

there could possibly be an elec-

to get the mascot changed because

:
pressure.
“The administration also has to

deal with the Alumni Association
and ... the local community and
the murrelet could be considered

somewhat politically charged,” he

tion for an alternative mascot in

the future if the students push it.
Wagner said he has heard nu-

merous suggestions from students
for alternatives such as the redwoods, coho salmon, spotted

owls, tide, nuggets and ducks.
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Professor Manuel Hildalgo
will be holding a teach-in on
April 23, in the South Lounge
7-9pm
Sponsered by Ethnic Studies 480,
Community Expressionists Collective,
with special

Programming
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Board,
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CCC,
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The Lumberjack
plaintis received
from

Redwood

Hall. Upon arrival, the area is
quiet.

e APD is assisted in locating
a possible rape
suspect on Alder

Grove
Road.
APD locates and

March 31:
e A woman walking on L.K.

Wood Boulevard by Harpst Street
appears tc be in distress. She is
found at 14th and F streets and
determined to be OK.

e A non-resident is reported to
have slept in the piano room of
Redwood Hall the previous night.
The person is contacted and instructed to leave campus for 72

hours. The resident responsible
for this incident is admonished.
e A backpack is reported stolen
from the cubby-holes at the front
of the Bookstore. It is determined
that an unidentified woman acci-

dentally took the backpack and
has returned it to its owner.
e A manisarrested ona warrant

for failing to appear in court regarding an animal violation. He is
booked, cited and released.
e The Arcata Police Depart-

ment is assisted in dealing with a
verbal disturbance on Samoa Boulevard.
e At the Arcata Hotel, a man is
arrested ona warrant for the trans-

e
sign
¢
the

smoke.

The

car, parked

cigarette is extinguished.
e A tire is reported slashed ona
car parked on Rossow Street.

Juana in the Library parking lot.

on his way to class. He is warned

After vehicles are searched, asmall
amount of marjuana is confis-

regarding university regulations.

Hall. No cause is determined.

cated. The people are warned and
released.

April 3:

e Loud music is reported

e A man is
reported

coming from a
room in the
Art/Home
Economics
Complex.

skateboarding
by the Natural
_ History Museum. He is
contacted and

Four people
are contacted
and advised of

the complaint.
They agree to

This week

be quiet.

This

e In Redwood Hall a
non-residentis
instructed to leave campus for 72
hours for taking part in a physical
altercation.
e A man is arrested for being
drunk in public on L.K. Wood
Boulevard. He is transported to
Humboldt County Jail.

April 2:

e At 12:12

semester

¢ Awomanat the Health Center
is reported to be possibly men-

tally unstable. She is transported
by ambulance to Semper Virens.
e A Redwood Hall resident is
arrested for possession of concentrated maryuana. He is booked,

person is in no medical danger.
e A car parked on B Street is
reported smoking. Upon arrival,
the car is determined to be leaking
fluid.
e A manis seen asking for money
in the University Center Quad.
He is instructed to leave campus.
-¢ Adogisseenrunning loose on

~AN

murtie ave eureka
full service
studio

Run programs

found.
¢ A search warrant is obtained

for aroom in Redwood Hall to be
used for an investigation on the
possession and sale of marijuana.
¢ Two men under the influence
of psilocybin mushrooms come
into UPD because they are concerned about their welfare. They
are transported

to Mad

on April 17, 24.

Call 269-2023 for more
information. A program of |
Redwood Community Action:
Agency

River

Community Hospital.

April 6:

e At about 4:20 a.m. APD is

r wi

assisted in dealing with a loud
party on Granite Avenue.

bee

— Complied by Matt Itelson

i
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Informational meetings

his room. Upon arrival, he is not

ticipants!
Welcotne HSU Preview
Pa
Yr

1:00, “N5:008p:ms

Make a Difference!

e A report is received of a Redwood Hall resident locked out of

e Areportis
received of an intoxicated, unresponsive person in Cypress Hall.
Upon arrival, it is determined the

1908

mined to be false alarms.

¢ A southbound bus is
checked foran
assault sus-

April 4:

sun

Or Caily by appointment

in Redwood Hall. They are deter-

April 5:

noton thebus.

<6;

cited and released.
e Several fire alarms are set off

released.

pect but he is

Student owned and’ operated

Rossow Street, is entered and the

pect.
A bicycle chained to a stop
is taken for safekeeping.
Asmoke smellis reported near
laundry room in Redwood

activity.

7

on

e People are seen smoking mari-

drums on the Jolly Giant Trail.
Upon arrival, the area is quiet.

a.m. a noise com-

an e-mail bomb threat.
e A manis reported to be possibly selling drugs onthe L.K. Wood
Boulevard pedestrian walkway.
Upon arrival, he is contacted and
not proved to be doing any illegal

arrests the sus-

of marijuana.

April 1:

e A professor reports receiving

17th Street. The owner is warned
of university animal regulations.
e A cigarette is reported left
burning in a parked car, and is
filling the inside of the car with

e A student is reported bringing his bicycle into Siemens Hall

_¢ At 1:22 a.m. a report is received of people playing bongo

portation, importation, sale or gift

¢ The Kieval Sundialis reported
vandalized. It is determined to
have been broken by accident.
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of Silence’

Oe

It times expressed by GLBSA

By Hege Spilling
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Student Association is holding a
Day of Silence today to make
people aware of the difficulties

homosexual and bisexual students
have to go through.
“We are having this day first of
all to increase awareness,”

Sandy Neumann,

said

a member

of

GLBSA. “Issues of sexual orientation are never talked about, unless a gay person is bringing it up.
“We're doing this to increase

both on this campus and across
the country against
queer people,”

ganization that works closely together with GLBSA, said people

she said.
Students of all sexual orientations are asked to take a voluntary
vow ofsilence today from 8 a.m. to

the event.
“You can also be a supporter,”
Neumann said. “We have stickers
for supporters as well.”

Participants are given a sticker
to wear and small cards explaining

porter sticker is Edward “Buzz”

talking.
you have to talk,” Neumann said.
“Ifyou have to goto work or talkin

mittee on sexual orientation, Webb

awareness of some of the things
that are important to us, like dis-

Neumann, also co-facilitator of

crimination, anti-gay laws, hate
crimes — everything that happens,

the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Speaker’s Bureau, a volunteer or-

istration is there (for them),” he
said.

The Day of Silence started at
the University of Virginia last year,

where members of the University

Webb, vice president of Student
Affairs.
Also on a campus-wide com-

take care of that first, but anytime
that you don’t have to talk we ask
that you be silent.”

the students that are doing this
and let them know that the admin-

One of the people wearing a sup-

“This excludes any time that
class, it’s a given that you have to

“J just want to be supportive of

don’t have to stay silent to support

5 p.m.
the event and why they are not

of courage to ‘come out’ and accept your sexuality.

of Virginia Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Unions were subject to hate

crimes after holding a Public Dis-

stresses the importance of accept-

play of Affection Day.

“] think it is important for the
university to be supportive of diversity,” Webb said. “This should

the country are participating in this

This year 103 campusesaround

ing other sexual orientations.

for all students, not
a place where

people feel they
hatove
hide.”

event.

For more information visit the

Day of Silence Web site at (http:/
/faraday.clas. Virginia.EDU/
~mkp6n).

be a comfortable place for all stu-

dents, not a place where people
feel they have to hide. It takes alot

EDWARD “BUZZ” WEBB
vice president for student affairs

.
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Phelps talks about Body
Awareness Week

. What is the pur
pose
of

“EveryBody is Beautiful” week?
A

- To promote the radical

notion that our bodies are
wonderful, beautiful and worth

taking good care of regardless of
theirnatural shape and size. Bodies come in a marvelous diver-

folding in every dimension

very belittling, constraining way

of our existence — physical, men-

to feel. It eats away at your feeling of self-worth.

tal, emotional,

social and spiri-

tual. Finding balance and wellness
in all areas.

-How are people’s

health and wellbeing being affected by
having anxiety over
physical appearance?
«I call negative body image

sity of shapes and sizes and they

“the silent killer” ofpeople’s

are all beautiful — not just the

“perfect” physiques as defined

mental, emotional

by the fashion and diet indus-

resources. We spend: somuch time
and energy on worrying about our
appearances. It’s nuts! It reduces
us to anumber-on a scale, rather

tries.
Q. . What is the goal

of

this

‘events?

and financial

week’s | thancelebrating our many talents
— intellectual, emotional, social

¢ Continued from page 3

Students can vote on the options in the A.S. general elections
April 22 through 24.
Once one of the three options is
chosen, the $3 MSF fee will disappear, said Keith Wagner, A.S.
president and Student Fee Advisory Committee chair.
The first option is for students
to pay a $10-a-year fee when registering. Computer paper would be
“free” and there would beno MSF
fee.
The second option is that stu-

Weekly Report

Student profile

Q.: . What can people
the

Sek

gain by attendin
workshops an

Asian-lslander
es
<)=282

st

BRED

Hispanic

©)=622
8.1%

° COMPLETE ConTACT LENS FITTING AND FOLLOW-UP
. INSTRUCTION & REMOVAL TRAINING

ONLY $99
(Price does not include eye exam. Must have a current
eyeglass or contact prescription )

851 Bayside Road, Suite A,

vEous
AZEVEDO

Arcata, CA

(707) 822-7641

African American

©)xl24
= 16%

sages that your body is
great and just want to be taken
good care of, helps people, I
think. We have great workshops
planned — nutrition, supporting others in developing posi-

tive body image and yoga for

oi Sains are baséd on the Fall 1996 semester.
©) = total headcount. HSU headcount == 7 686

body awareness. All skills for

just feeling good about the body
you have and taking care of it
well.

SOURCE: UNIVERSITY STRATEGIC PLANNING

eo 1-Day ACUVUE requires no expensive, messy, and inconvenient cleaning solutions!

COMPLETE PACKAGE INCLUDES:
° 30 1-Day Acuvugs FROM JoHNsoN & JOHNSON

I

;

- Just hearing lots of mes

1-Day Acuwe for Athletes
and College Students ©

* Flexibility to be worn when and where you want them!

Native American

(3) =216
28%

activities?

Introoucing

* Enjoy unsurpassed comfort with no deposit buildup!

dents pay nothing. However, in
order to print paper in the computer lab, students would need a
copy card. This would be similar
to the copy card system in the Library, Wagner said.
The last optionis for students to |
pay $5 a year and receive a copy
card that contains a certain number of copies. Students could then
recharge the card like the system
implemented in the Library.
“Computer lab classes will probably be the one that affects most
people,” Wagner said. “Because
almost everybody will wind up
with a computer lab class somewhere in their career here.”

paper costs.

HSU’s Health Educator Fenny
Phelps is a major coordinator for
people walk around feeling badly
the “EveryBody is Beautiful”
about their bodies just because ‘
week. She’s helped put together a
they do not match up to the
week of events that would teach
“ideal”. Why not feel good about
people to appreciate their bodies
and heep it healthy. Some activi- _ your body?
ties include free massages, yoga
workshops and lectures about nu. What
is .your
trition. The Lumberjack got an
definition of good
and etc. We walk around feeling
health?
exclusive interview with Phelps
judged on something we have
where she discusses the imporlittle control over, which is a
tance of this week.
« Caring, learning and un

9

MSF fees
on three options for paying the

« The goal is to get HSU
students thinking and feeling positively about their own bodies and dispelling the myth that
thinness equals beauty. Too many

By Ananda Shorey
LUMBERJACK STAFF
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Pale Ale
E
Steelhed ; a ae
—
Steelhead Extra Stout
J ax n aica Red Ale
NEW, RETAIL STORE, HOURS!
§, thru Sat. 12:30 p.m.- 5 p.m.
Closed Mondays ° Toure by appointment
by
Distributed throughout Humboldt —
Mad River Brewing Co. & Humboldt Beer Distributors!

Call (707) 668-4151

ee

Handcrafted
Fine Ales From
* The Heart Of The Redwoods
ORDER

GRADUATION

KEGSS EARLY!
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| Student attitudes toward |

_ the trimester proposal
m "My summer plans
would be. unaffected

by the trimester
system.”

om
t

ey

Agree

2%

S eptember,
forum on the trimester proposal in f studen
an open
After oe)
stude ts
ative sample of
social psycnology cia ss surveyed a represent three of the questions.

students in Lou Ann Wieand's

about their thoughts towards

the proposal. The following are t he responses to

@ With my income,!

—yissing

a
afford
not
could
ti
.
:

ae

third trimester.”

6%

30K
:

|
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oe

wpe
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'

just fa

conceming

.

a
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|

Missing
:

Strongly disagree

[— 78%

ISSUE.

BRYAN JACOBS / LU MBERJACK STAFF
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ATTITUDES TOWARD THE TRIMESTER PROPOSAL AT HSU SURVEY

By John Baker
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Results from a survey gauging
opinions about the possibility of
implementinga trimester academic
calendar at HSU indicate that the
faculty asa wholeis strongly against
theidea, and students may not have
been presented with enough information about the system.
However, an HSU official said

the proposal survey was out of date
and has since been rejected.
“The study was based on a trimester proposal that we learned
certain things about which weren’t
acceptable,” said Lily Owyang,

special assistant to the provost.
“We put it out as a model, but it
wasn’t themodel. A lot ofthe things
that the class was getting feedback
on weren’t even part of our discussion anymore.”
The proposal discussed in the
survey would have set up three 13week trimesters per academic year,
rather than the two 15-week semesters — plus a summer session.
Instructors would have been allowed to take the trimester of their
choice off and students could at-

tend any and all trimesters they

wish. There would beaone-month
break between trimesters.
“The most important thing we

have to abide by is financial aid
guidelines,” Owyang said. “We
have to have 15 weeks of instruction, otherwise students will not

qualify for financial aid. So that’s
driving everything we do and what
kind of calendars we come up
with.”
The Flex Calendar Committee
will present a proposal to university President Alistair McCrone by
April 15. If McCrone approves of
the committee’s recommendations, it would be passed on to the
Academic Senate and the Associated Students for discussion. Although there are new calendar suggestions, Owyang could not reveal

them until they have to be presented to McCrone.
“] don’t think itwould be appropriate for the president to read itin
the Lumberjack,” she said.
The committee — made up of

faculty, staff administration and

has been meetstudentmembe— rs
ingall semesterin consultation with
a number of campus groups and
officials.
“Whatwe’re trying to dois come
up with a year-round calendar,”
she said. “It’s not a trimester or
semester — it’s year round. It’s
called a ‘flex calendar.”
Students in Professor Lou Ann
Wieand’s social psychology class

RECYCLABLE!
ey
recycle
The
Cumberjack

¢
He CA
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* Fast Friendly Service
- A1 Quality Guaranteed
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| Dinner

last fall asked instructors and students to list their responses to 25
statements about the trimester system. The questionnaires, different

for faculty and students, were responded to on a five-point scale,
with one being “strongly disagree,”
three being neutral and five being
“strongly agree.”
Of the 281 students surveyed,
46 percent offered neutral re-

sponses when asked to agree with
the statement, “My major would
not be affected by the trimester
system.” In addition, 43 percent
were neutral to the statement “Stu-

See Trimester, page I!
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Subsidized loan offers more options
@ Eligibility allows
students to get
a community service
federal work-study job.
By Jenna Gold
LUMBERJACK STAFF

There is good news for students

eligible for subsidized loans.
Subsidized loans are when the

ity is for students who have some
financial need surpassing all grants
and loans that are available.
This letter will explain to students that they must sign up for an
orientation with the Career Center if they are interested in earning
some of theirloan money by working a community service job,
Stadler said.
President Clinton passed a law
a few years ago that put an empha-

student’s loan until that student

graduates and begins to repay the

sitions, Stadler said.

loan.

“Tfyou have eligibility for a sub-

Community service is defined
as any job that will benefit commu-

sidized student loan, you can now

nity residents, non-profit organi-

choose to use some of that eligibility to get a community service fed-

zations, government agencies or

August.

Stadler encourages students to

of the usual 75 percent.
“There will certainly be some

get started with the process early.
The first step is to fill out the Free

good opportunities for students to

Application for Financial Aid

(FAFSA). The process cannot begin until the student receives an
award notification letter.
“*T anticipate that there will be a
lot of students interested, so the

earlier the student gets going, the

community service jobs with
Stadler’s help.

sidering being schoolteachers,”

Students with other majors can

jobs were on campus but a shift

towards off-campus community

In the past, the only students
eligible for federal work-study

service is taking place.

The plus side is you don’t have to

were those who received a finan-

spend

cial aid offer letter that specifically
stated they were eligible.

funding on off-campus, commu-

Starting this semester, when students receive their financial aid

Last year, $40,000 was spent on

award notification, those students
who are eligible for subsidized
loans or who have unfunded fi-

nancial aid eligibility will receive a
letter from Stadler.
Unfunded financial aid eligibil-

CPEN

$75,000

of work-study

nity-service jobs,” Stadler said.

community-service jobs.
Stadler started the orientations
on March 25, and continues to
offer them twice a week or as many

times as necessary throughout the
semester. She will also hold orientations in the fall, beginning in

pay the money back, you get some
really good experience, and for a
lot of students the work is career
related.”
Students can also take part in
President Clinton’s new initiative

called ‘America Reads.” This program encourages college students

OPEN

reer Center.
Examples of community-service
jobs are:
*counselors at junior high
schools and juvenile hall,
* producinga newsletter for par-

ents of high school students,
¢ pre-school work and
* nursing at the Humboldt Open
Door Clinic.

“Students can get credit, get

cent ofthe student’s salary, instead

life,” Stadler said.

< io:-5

paid and get great experience.

dentslearn more effectively having two semesters a year rather
than three.” According to the
report, this indicates daeadeats

are uncertain as to how change
in academic calendar would affect their education.”

Ofthe students, 56.2 percent
agreed or strongly agreed with
the statement, “I would only at-

tend fall and spring trimesters,”
with 19.5 percent disagreeing
or strongly disagreeing. About
24 percent were neutral to the
statement.
“I could see someone taking
all three semesters to try to get
out of school quicker,” said

Jared Schmidt, an English

sophomore. “I could also see
them breaking themselves financially trying.”
Faculty members were out-

right hostile to the idea of a tri-mester system. Ninety-three instructors were asked if they
agreed with the statement, “I’m
in favor of implementing a trimester system at HSU.” About

69 percent disagreed orstrongly
disagreed, with only 16.3 percent agreeing or strongly agree| ing.
They were even more critical
of the administration’s discussions — or lack thereof — in
sharing and soliciting ideas with
and from the HSU community.

Sun

822-2562

GEAR

EX GH ANGE

e Rentals

also earn credit through the Ca-

That’s what college is all about—
having a valuable experience and
preparing yourself for later on in

8-TM/F e a" aa

e Consignment.
® reps yer
gas

Stadler said.

to serve as reading tutors for kindergarten through third grade. For
this program, the federal government has agreed to pay 100 per-

* Thureday

OUTDOOR

academic credit for their work,
“They (students) can be working, making money, earning three
credits and also getting hands-on
experience for people who are con-

Gretchen Stadler, community service, work-study coordinator.

-“HSU’s target in the fall is to

able to enroll in a class and get
Stadler said.

Historically, federal work-study

job,”

It is also possible that students
who serve as reading tutors will be

At the orientation, students will
be able to look over the job listings
and get-interviews. Students can
also create their own work-study,

said

work-study

schools.

workin the public schools because
they (the schools) won’t have to
come up with matching funds,”
Stadler said.

better,” Stadler said.

“It’s a great opportunity,” she
said. “You have to be the kind of
student who is willing to do some
of the footwork to get it organized.

eral

Trimester
¢ Continued from page 10

sis on placing federal-work study
students in community service po-

government pays the interest on a

N
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- Factions feud over figures..
But Kirkpatrick committed to saving recycling center
By Mark Winner

| hat City

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Despite feuding by the City Council and members of the working group set up to find a way to
save the Arcata Community Recycling Center
(ACRC), councilman Jason Kirkpatrick vowed
Tuesday not to let the center close.

‘ouncil mesbers say

“a

iter’ SPpre olems:

professor has been
postponed

A pretrial hear-

next meeting. It was given $20,550 by the council

ing in the Lawrence
Angele! case was

at a January meeting to continue operating. The
Kate Krebs said in January that dropping market
values would force it to close without money from
the city.

hearing are
o sot viistoniiated” ,
.

postponed twice

because Judge William F. Ferroggiaro
was ill. The hearing
and jury selection

_ JASON KIRKPATRICK
—counciman

The center asked the city for an additional $6,872

to keep it alive for another month at the council
meeting last week, but objections from Councilwoman Jennifer Hanan kept the money from being
approved. Hanan insisted that detailed, audited
financial statements be provided by the center, as
would be required of any other organization re-

ceiving public funds.
“That’s all we’re asking for,” she said, “which is

what I thought we had agreed to. So I’m not ready
to set a precedent for other groups that want to
come before the council asking for funding without
disclosing all their financial information. I intend
on making informed decisions based on facts, not
Just numbers that are thrown out,” Hanan said
about the unaudited figures given by ACRC.
Hanan was opposed by Councilman Bob
Ornelas, who said Arcata has been getting “a great
deal” from the center and “the good folks at the

one

week, due to a
judge’s illness.

if it is not given money by the City Council at the

$103,000 last year and ACRC director

The murder trial
of a former HSU

Councilman Bob Ornelas said ACRC will close

center lost

Another
trial delay

will be held Monday.

SS

hagelal is ac“cused of murdering
his estranged wife,
Lonna. He was ar-

“lt was ourir agreement c that all

rested Feb. 20,
1996, and has been

the books would be open. | feel
strongly about that. That S

awaiting trial.

sana that has to happen.”

Group

in jail since then

gets support

JENNIFER HANAN
councilwoman

A citizens group

_ Jennifer Hanan

recycling center need to know that this small amount

fighting against a
casino development

of money — that’s helping them just keep their

at Big Lagoon re-

: T he resistence I'minceting |is bon

heads above water — is going to be there.”
Ornelas and Hanan are the two council representatives to the working group the council set up
solve the issue, whichalso has representatives from

people who don’t understand what’
- happening, Recycling centers are not
paid fair market value.”

the ACRC and the community.
Mayor Jim Test and Councilman Jason
Kirkpatrick let Hanan and Ornelas fight it out,

BOB ue

listening to but not seconding motions proposed
by either one of them to settle the issue.

| councilman

See Recycling, page 19

Eagles Lodge needs permit to feed homeless
LUMBERJACK STAFF

increase in use of the lodge building
did not change the nature of the use

Street

Daily meal service for the homeless at the Eagles Lodge cannot begin

of the building, which would have
violated zoning laws, only the frequency of use.

Street “

without a permit from the Arcata
Planning Commission, the City
Council decided at its meeting
Wednesday.
The council voted unanimously to
approve an appeal by Rebecca

Hungry? Look here

7

“

ies

12th,

lith

s Lodge

ee

[<i |

Ise

Tith st

Sizeel

State

Attorney

General Dan Lun-

gren, who filed to
be a friend of the
court on March 28.
Big Lagoon Park
Corporation, the
local homeowner's
association is peti-

One final hurdle

oe

ceived support from

i

By Mark Winner

need to obtain a conditional use per-

mit to begin serving food. The permet for the lodge to be used to serve

McBain against the Planning Com-mission’s decision, which would have

are among the types of conditions the

ning Commission had decided the

tribe is using federal funding obtained for land and
housing to build the
casino.

Wet testing

ended

mit will require certain conditions be
food.Restrictions on hours of operation ornumber of people served food

allowed the meal service to begin.
The appeal came after the PlanPETE CHENARD / GRAPHICS EDITOR

The Arcata Breakfast Program will

tioning the court to
take tds away
from the Big Lagoon
Rancheria tribe, because it said the

ty Division of En-

vironmental Health

closed wet weather
testingof individualon-

site sewagedisposal
See Lodge, page 17

systems on April 1
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realizes dream,

builds own recording studio
By Denise Rogers
LUMBERJACK STAFF

With a lifelong interest in music and

audio technology, former HSU student
Dan Swinmurn left Humboldt County to
pursue a career in sound and has returned
to open his own studio.
Swinmurn has rented a warehouse in

Eureka to house his studio where he will

record demo tapes and CDs for Humboldt

bands.
Originally a wildlife major at HSU in
1992, it wasn’t until he was close to graduating that he realized he’d rather be involved with music.
“T liked wildlife, but I could not see

myself doing it for a living,” Swinmurn
said. “I wanted to do something fun, and
fun for me was music and audio technol-

ogy.
“T had been doing sound for local bands
and was using rental equipment and real-

ized that I could do this as a living.”
Swinmurn left HSU in 1995 and headed
in
for the Recording Workshop
Chillocothe, Ohio, where he attended for

two months.
“In Ohio we learned the basic introductory techniques of audio technology,”
Swinmurn said. “We had four hours a day

of hands-on recording, mixing and video
work.”
After training in Ohio, Swinmurn at-

ERIN CASSIDY / LUMBERJACK STAFF
Dan Swinmurn converts an old Eureka warehouse into a recording studio for area bands.

Ve=A
CLIEBATION

wi

tended the Conservatory ofRecording Arts
and Science in Mesa, Ariz. for five months,

where most of the students had previous

Aha

CF

SS

_WEBINGS ”
OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY,
APRIL 13, 2-4 PM
$5.00

i.

e
FOOD SAMPLES
3
RECEPTIONS @ CAKES @ DRESSES @ RINGS @ MUSIC
MENUS &@ BOUQUETS & HONEYMOONS & VIDEO
FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS @ INFORMAL MODELING
822-1070

# 16th & L Sts.

# ARCATA

(707) 442-8390
219 5th Street, Suite 205
Eureka, CA

Open Wed - Mon, 11-7 p.m.
— Custom or Classic

— Single Service Equipment
- Autoclave Sterilization

training in music recording.
“In Arizona we learned more of the
business aspect of having a sound studio,” Swinmurn said. “Our teachers, most
of whom had their own studios, talked

about how to runa studio, copyright laws
and gave us classes on live sound.
“I knew while I was attending these
schools that I wanted my own sound studio, but didn’t think it would be finan-

cially possible.”
After receiving certification from both
sound schools, Swinmurn worked at the

Plant Studio in Sausalito for four months
and realized he could have his own stu-

dio.

|

“T decided to move back to Humboldt
County because the cost of living was
cheap,” Swinmurn said. “I knew I
wouldn’t have a lot of competition; the
music scene was good for such a small
town, and IJ liked the area.”

With money he’d saved and loans from
parents, Swinmurn was able to make his
dream come true.
Swinmurn thank his wife Jenny, HSU
journalism student Jeff Bloch, HSU natu-

ral resources student and guitarist for the
Orbitones, Chris Dunn, friend Lance from

Pierson Building Center and Humboldt
band, the Orbitones for helping him build
his studio.
Jeff Bloch, who is the live sound engineer for the Orbitones, volunteered to

help Swinmurn build the studio because

See Studio, page 20
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Two-on-Two

Now Serving

Lunch Again!
Ask About Preivew Specials

Classes offered through
Safety Consortium
The Northern California Safety
Consortium (NCSC) is offering

multicultural camp in the Trinity

month of April.
HSU Geology Professor will
teach a class about the impact ofa

Arcata. For more information
about the tournament, call 839-

Weekdays
Monday-Friday
> 11:30-1:30p.m.

° McKINLEY

¢ EUREKA

VILLE

Anti-tax group to hold
press conference Tuesday
Citizens for Social Responsibil-

ity will hold a press conference in

Call for
reservations

826-2345

|

frontof the Arcata post office Tuesday at 1 p.m. to call attention to the
use of federal tax dollars to fund

war and violenceall over the world.

After the press conference, volunteers will post leaflets at other
Humboldt County post offices.

The organization wants people
to join in its protest of the way the

government spends citizen’s tax
dollars.

Jacoby's

David Keniston, the contact per-

Storehouse,

Arcata

son for CSR, said this year 49 percent of federal income taxes will go
to the Pentagon to pay for past and
current military programs.

tsunami

$15 to $50 and are free for NCSC

«members and their families.

Advance registration is mandatory and must be received at least

one week before the class. Fax at
at

e-mail

826-5703,

tae7001@axe.humboldt.edu or
call NCSC at 826-3356 with your
company name and the names and
numbers of the participants.

Los Bagels hoops benefit
will be held next week
The fourth annual Los Bagels

Beautiful —

Including Yours!

C’mon Kids

Boo Radieys

Chemical Bros...Dig Your Own Hole
Crime Boss..Conflicts & Confusion
Holly Dunn
Grandmaster
Grosse

Right Now

Blues Down Deep.... Various Artists

Soundtrack

World of Big Band... Various Artists
Rumor Has It
Clay Walker

Mele

Many Facez

Ziggy Marley & Melody Makers
Flesh & Bone

Joe Lewis Walker

Great Guitars

Watts 103rd St

Express Yourself

Yo La Tengo

Autumn Sweater

Buddy Miles

Slide Guitar/Various.....Stuff No ‘Mo

Motorhead

Frank Zappa

USED CD’s & Tapes
OO

been adjourned to April 22.
The study session will be held
at 7 p.m. and the public hearing
will be at 8 p.m..
The meeting will be held in the
City Council chambers at Arcata
City Hall.

Environmental center’s

dinner is Saturday
The Northcoast Environmental
Center (NEC) will hold its annual
auction and dinner this Saturday
at the Arcata Community Center.
Items up for bid include massages, art donated by dozens of
local artists, vacation getaways and
food.
The annual April Fools Auction
and Dinner will be catered by

6918 to make reservations.
All proceeds will benefit programs of the NEC, a non-profit
organization now in its 26th year

_ GOODWIN FORUM

of providing environmental information, referral and support.

1:00-3:00 p.m. YogaWorkshop
;

5

|

GOODWIN FORUM

—-

Easter Seals telethon
will feature loads of talent
Theannual Easter Seals telethon
will be aired on KVIQ Channel 6

Did | Offend?

Plus
Huge, Expanded Selection of

ning Commission Meeting has

are required. Call the NEC at 822-

Forever

Orchestra Was

Tuesday’s City of Arcata Plan-

Tickets are $25 and reservations

Roll with the New
Broadway & 52nd

Greatest Kiss

Richard Marx

Chris Rock

Planning Commission
Meeting is adjourned

be served at 6:30 p.m. and the
auction will begin at 7 p.m..

Massage/Film —

Stackin’ Chips

Leave One Bridge

Point Blank

Tracey Lee

Three X Crazy

7528 or 443-0923.

prospective bidders. Dinner will

Charlie Musselwhite....Rough News

On The Boulevard

Alabama

Alps for disadvantaged children,
Register to play a Los Bagels in

tioneer.
Doors will open at 5 p.m. for

|

And New Releases by These Artists...

Unaleyee, a non-profit,

Abruzzi’s.
Arcata City Councilwoman
Connie Stewart will be the auc-

pr 1. Open
Expression/

till Serious

.

Camp

Coast.

on the North

EveryBody IS

ecssevenerens

Proceeds from the event benefit

HSU’s Hazardous Materials Coordinator Tom Manoliwill teach a
class called “Chemical Safety in
the Medical Setting.”
Other classes include Basic First
Aid and CPR.
Fees for the classes range from

For more information, contact
Keniston at 822-7005.

KO.

20.

several classes throughout the

ARCATA

Benifit Basketball

Tournament will be held April 17-

April 19-20.

Saturday night will feature a live

Sponsored by the Health Education and P
eye
elle aaa +) reel al

y
LS

See Community Clips,
i

aad

ON

‘Tom Lewis D.D.S. and Russell L. Davis D.D.S

Family Dentistry
Preventive and Restorative care
Nitrous oxide Available
20% Student discounfor
t initial exam
950 I St.
Arcata, Calif.
822-0525
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Lodge: Neighbors voice their opinions
‘Continued from page 13

said, “What I’ve heard from the

residents is not that they disagree
with the program ... but they have
legitimate concerns about the effect this may have and want their
voices heard.”

- commission could impose.

During the early part of the debate-on the appeal, council mem' bers were skeptical. They heard
from many neighbors of the Lodge,
including former Democratic Assemblyman Dan Hauser, that many

When the planning commission
made its decision it was thought

the lodge would only be used for

residents had not been notified of

breakfasts, but now a dinner program may be provided by Food
Not Bombs as well and that factored into the council’s decision.
Councilwoman Jennifer Hanan
said the permit process had broken down in this instance and that
ifit would have been known at the

the plans for the lodge by the city,

as required by law, or by Roland
Yartzoff, who has spearheaded the
drive to use the Lodge to feed the
homeless.
Yartzoff spoke at the meeting
and said he did not feel it was his
responsibility to go door to doorto

notify the neighbors about the
plans.
This angered nelehbets of the

lodge and drove council members
towards approval of the appeal.
“Now

it seems

reasonable,”

Councilman Bob Ornelas said.
He said he understood and appreciated Yartzoff’s zeal in wanting to complete the project, but
that strong community involvement ona projectlike thisis necessary.
Councilwoman Connie Stewart

aspects of it. We felt they would
against the homeless.”

She said no one in the neighborhood is against feeding the home-

s of the Eureka Inn since 1922.

gether with Mr. Yartzoff and hav-

THE Rip Room

ing the neighborhood get to say its

We've been serving traditional favorites such as our famous
prime rib for generations. Our Executive Chef Douglas Noxon
joins together delicious local faire with culinary selections from

piece ... but were just a little re-

served.”

and dinner from 3 to 6 p.m.

bors at the beginning of the pro-

ing, “just because of the political

cemplary service which have been the

“I look forward to working to-

should have contacted the neigh-

“We felt it was going to go the
other way,” she said after the meet-

- We invite you to experience the charm and

strictions.

served at the lodge from 6 to 9 a.m.
seek a court injunction to stop the
plan, said she was very surprised
and pleased at the outcome.

Celebrating a Tradition of Service for 75 Years

less.
McBain said she was optimistic
but worried the plan will still be
pushed through the Planning Commission without meaningful re-

going to be served a conditional
use permit would probably have
been required earlier.
Plans noware for breakfast to be
McBain, who had been about to

(EuREKA INN

feel a vote for the appeal was a vote

Yartzoffwas pleased the council
agreed to pay the $750 cost of the
conditional use permit application
and that they directed city staff to
fast-track the process.
He said that in hindsight he

outset that two meals a day were

around the world. Fine dining in a casual atmosphere. Always
voted most romantic restaurant in Humboldt County.

BRISTOL ROSE CAFE
The cafe is a great place for a family breakfast, a morning
meeting with colleagues or an espresso or cappuccino on the
run. For lunch we can please everyone in your party: Chicken

cess, but that the law is strange.

Quesadilla, Monte Cristo Sandwich, Oriental Chicken Salad

“I will point out that were I to
put on a series of punk rock concerts I would not have been required to contact anyone and it
would have affected many more
people,” he said.

and Express menu selections for those on a time schedule.

Enjoy

friendly service for breakfast or lunch, 6:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

PALM LOUNGE
Start your evening with our famous Richard's Martini or relax
after dinner with a liqueur in the warm atmosphere of the Palm

Lounge. Live music Thursday through Saturday.

Community Clips
* Continued from page 16

from the entertainment industry.

show from 8 to 11 p.m. with local

Series of spring cleaning

talent. Performers will include:
Donna Landry & Todd Cooke,
The Hee Bee Gee Bees, Angels in
the Alley, Klean Kut and Ralph

7
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events planned for future

RATHSKELLER PuB
Join in the fun downstairs at the rollicking Rathskeller Pub,
where you can choose from an impressive selection of local micro
brews or imported beers as well as your favorite spirits. Live
entertainment Saturday nights.

during April and May which feature spring cleaning efforts and
other themes related to Earth Day.
Events include composting
workshops, beach clean ups and a

7TH & F STREETS,

EUREKA

° 442-644 |

Smith River Clean Up.
A series of events will be held

Giannini.

throughout the Redwood Parks

Sunday will feature performers

and

surrounding

communities

The events are free of charge.
Call 464-6101 for more information.
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“Engineering | Creative Products

Arc

for Creative People

* Surveying
¢ Drafting
¢ Graphics

Exciting! :
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e Fine Arts
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Recycling: Financial records sticking point in negotiations
¢ Continued from page 13

group, said heisnotsure the group
them myself, but I don’t expect to will ever meet again because of the
contentiousness at the last group
see anything bad in them. Unless
I see something totally disastrous . meeting where Ornelas became
angry and walked out.
or heinous, I’m planning on givOrnelas said he walked out being them support.”
cause of frustration with some
Last Thursday, the working
members of the group, but that
group met to try again to come up
figures,” he said. “I haven’t seen

“I was taken aback,” Kirkpatrick
said Tuesday. “When the council
chooses liasons (Hanan and

Ornelas in the working group) to
work with community people on
an issue, we hope they are going to
come up with some ideas for us.”
He said the situation “is really
bad” and said that since the coun-

most agreed with him that the fi-

with a solution.
“It was intense,” Hanan said.

nancial numbers are not the issue.
He said the issue is that the ACRC

She said there was a consensus
at the meeting that the alterna-

receives very little money from the
city for handling 25 percent of

with a plan to save the center he
said, “I guess it’s my responsibility now.”
Kirkpatrick said the center
should release its financial infor-

tives they were looking at were
too technical for them. It was decided to have city staff, Arcata
Garbage and ACRC representatives get together to devise a program and reportback to the group.

Arcata’s waste, which he estimates

mation, but the real issue is how

However, Mike Machi, a former

cil members in the working group
were unsuccessful at coming up

Arcata should handle recycling.

member of the board at ACRC

“I am going to ask to see the

and member

of the working

saves

the city

$200,000

to

$300,000 a year.
“Hogwash,” said former Arcata
Mayor Car! Pellatz. He said the
ACRC does notsave the city nearly
that much.
“My biggest question is they’ve

been in business 25 years and they

admit that recycling costs money.

have always made a profit,” Pellatz
said. “ They lost $103,000 in 1996
and they have no explanation for it
other than to say the market took a
nosedive. Jennifer (Hanan) had
every right to ask for good infor-

Ornelas thinks the ACRC should

mation. We’re talking a half-a -million dollar operation here and they
are saying it isn’t necessary to have
audited reports? Why iseverything
available through 1995, but not
1996 (when the ACRC developed
financial problems).”
Ornelas said that Pellatz just
wants to give him “a black eye”
and blames Ornelas for losing the
election.
He said Pellatz, Hanan

and

other critics of the ACRC do not
understand recycling and will not

get as much for recycling waste as
City Garbage does for dumping it.

He said garbage companies makea
lot ofmoney collecting garbage for
a set rate, so recyclers should not
have to deal with fluctuating markets for doing something better
with the garbage.
Hanan said, “ I think the worst

part about all this is that people
who have concerns are being

painted as anti-recycling, and that’s
so far from the case. This is not a
‘recycling or no recycling’ issue.
It’s how were going to do recycling most effectively and efhciently.”
Jonathan Jeisel contributed
to this report.

.

Pampered cats

Feline ‘hotel’ p provides four-star service
By Mike Camara
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Cozy Cat Cottage in Eureka
is a four-star hotel that caters to a
more affluent class of feline.
For $14.50 anight, cats that stay

at the exclusive Cozy Cat Cottage
receive multifloor carpeted suits,
free video movies and bird feeders
Just outside their windows to keep

them from getting bored.
“We like to call it the Hilton for
cats,”"Dr. Richard Krings, a Eureka veterinarian and owner of the

Cozy Cat Cottage, said.

Polished hard wood floors anda
high quality sound system playing
nature music also add to this upscale cat-sitting service.
Krings said the idea for the Cozy
Cat Cottage started several years

ago when he and his wife left town
for a weekend and returned to find

that “our cat Fizzle, was gone.”
Back in the early 90s, I began to
collect articles and ideas from the
top veterinary hospitals and board-

ing facilitiesin the country,” Krings
said.
“What I learned resulted in the
Cozy Cat Cottage, the only exclu-

sive cat boarding house in Eureka.”

CYL can leave

Krings said many people feel

the pack behind!*

_ guilty leaving their cats in boarding facilities, where they sit in a
small cage all day with no room to
exercise or move around. Even
worse are the facilities that house

cats and dogs close together, which
can stress the cats.

_ The Cozy Cat Cottage is made
up of 13 closet-sized cages that

Student Health
Center has

reach from the floor to the ceiling
with windows and laced curtains.
Inaddition, each unit has four platforms for the cats to climb up and
down.
.
The Cozy Cat Cottage is located
at 3700 Broadway in Eureka.

resources

to

help you kick
the tobacco habit.

cal 826-5125

Need a Place For Your Next Club Meeting or Team Banquet?
Check Us Out.

&
Cookhouse
Serving Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner

International
Merchants
* Baskets & Wicker
* Candles

& Incense

> Wok Cookery
* Garden Pottery

Lumbercamp Style.

* Gourmet

Foods

* Party Favors
* Bamboo

Shades

* Ethnic Jewelry
- Carpets

|

-

* Glassware
* Souvenirs

|

* Posters

Open
4 days a week
til Op.m.
Ny eLLarel Pare
in Large Groups

Rae aah CLIS

or Groups Up To 160 People.

Since 1890.
Pe

is

Only 3 Minutes Across the Samoa mgs trom Eureka,
DON'T MISS IT. RV Parking. All Major Cre it Cards Accepted
Tele 707°442:1659

Fax

707°442°1699

OTL

PD day ak

Old Town, Eureka

og

Open Daily

445-2371
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Studio: Swin
* Continued from page 15
he is also interested in audio tech|

nology.

“Dan is a good friend of mine
and we sharea common interest of
music and studio sound, ” Bloch
said. “It was a lot of hard, back-

breaking work building a studio
but I enjoyed learning how to build
a studio and its technical aspects.”
Swinmurn depended on basic
knowledge, books, magazines and

the Internet, along with his experience at recording school to help
him construct his studio.

“While I was in Arizona, the

school was finishing a studio on

campus so I got to see the work

done on it,” Swinmurn said. “We

also had classes on studio design
and construction with professional
teachers who knew what they were
doing.”
A tough aspect of owning your
own business is coming up with a

name.
After thinking of different names
for the studio Swinmurn settled on
Aiden Sound.
“It is my wife’s middle name and

since she is co-owner and no one
knows what it means, it makes it

more personal,” Swinmurn said.
Thestudio is temporarily scheduled to open by mid-April if “all
goes well” Swinmurn said.

Swinmurn hopes to appeal to

the students in the area since they

make up a large percentage of the
county.
“ plan on having special student rates all the time so it will be
an incentive for the students to
record,” Swinmurn said. “Every
few months I will offer a special,

like if you record you will get your
tapes or CDs for free.

“The only other big sound stu-

dio around here is Big Bang in
Loleta and my prices will be
cheaper than theirs,” Swinmurn

nn

“I plan on having special stud ent rates all the time so it will be an
o Every few months | will offer a
incentive for the students to reccord.
for free.”
special, like if you record you will get your tapes or CDs DAN
SWINMURN
recording studio owner

said. “There are a lot of people

who own their own equipmentand
will record in their garages but I

believe you get what you pay for. If
you wanta good sound, you'll go to

a studio.”

Swinmurnis hoping to appeal to
students because he says “many

bands are nervous for their first
time in the studio especially if the
engineers are older” so is hoping
his age will help make sessions more
relaxed.
Todd Bugbee, music senior and

guitarist/vocalist for the Orbitones,
is looking forward to the studios
opening so his band can make a

Subscribe

‘ICHABOD’S BILLIARDS

to The
Lumber jack
for the
latest in
Campus
and com-

¢ TWOFER TUESDAY!
2 CAN SHOOT FOR PRICE OF ONE
7P.M.-CLOSE

aaelalnAy

e OVER 40 DIFFERENT BEERS
INCLUDING LOCAL MICROBREWS
¢ TAURSTY THURSDAY!

$1 PINTS FOR POOL SHOOTERS
Z7P.M.-CLOSE (INCLUDES MICROBREWS)

“THE ONLY PLACE TO SHOOT!”
615 5TH ST.,. EUREKA ° 442-2989
21 AND OVER PLEASE!

CD.
“This will be our first professional recording opportunity and

I think with our musical ability
and Dan’s recording knowledge,

we can work together to create a

quality demo CD,” Bugbee said.

“Dan has beenalongtime friend

of our band and he first began

recording us at parties years ago,”
Bugbee said.
“This is seeing Dan’s dream

come true and weare privileged to

have Dan mix us.”
When mixing, Swinmurn tries
to accurately reproduce the music
of the band.

“J want to make it unique for
that bands certain sound,”
Swinmurn said. “I want to make
their music sound as good as it
possibly can.”
Aiden Sound Studio has a live
sound room that is 700 square feet
which is the main recording room,
a control room which holds the
equipment that 1s 300 square feet,
an isolation booth that is 150
square feet where the microphones
will only pick up one instrument,

isolation closets and a lounge for
the bands.
Forinformation or bookings call
445-1879 or FAX 839-5458.

vaheyWest
% 8 stylists
Open Monday-Saturday
>

Fe]

Blan a99

Valley West Shopping Center
Guinotli Lane Exit

‘HENDERSON CENTER
BICYCLES

BE INDEPENDENTLY
HEALTHY

PHYSICAL THERAPY

news.

for all movement problems

e Exercise Instruction and Modification

¢ Pre and Post Surgical Rehabilitation
‘ ¢ Biofeed/EMG Posture and Body Mechanics
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or $12
year

Training ¢ Back and Neck Injury
Schools * Pool/Aquatic Therapy

cannondale
HANDMADE

IN

|

USA

to

826-3259
subscribe

¢ Exercise/Injury Consultation
e Sports Medicine

OPEN: MON. THRU FRI. 9:00 TO 6:00
SUN. 10:00 TO 4:00 CLOSED SATURDAYS

oer
Call

be

¢ Work Conditioning * Home Health
e Pain Control Modalities
¢ Independent Exercise Programs

2811 F STREET (IN FRIENDLY HENDERSON CENTER) « EUREKA

EXCELLENCE

IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

HealthSPORT Physical Therapy

300 Community Way « Arcata
707-822-1797

|
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Wal Jazz
ast weekend’s seventh annual Redwood Coast Jazz
Festival drew some of the top names in the world of
Dixieland jazz to Eureka. Among the featured performers were Grammy award winner Clarence “Gatemouth” Brown
and Willie “Pinetop” Perkins.
Among the bands headlined were the Blue Street Jazz Band,

‘

Chicago Six, MisbehavinJazz
’ Band, New Reformation
Dixieland Band, Louis Thomas and His Pieces of Eight and the

New Melbourne (AustraliaJazz
) Band.

Jazz aficionados dance the night

wee

away to the Dixieland beat.

Keith DeWitt of the New Reformation Dixieland Band

_ plays his trombone.

PHOTOS

BY ERIN CASSIDY

ananemm *

a
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S UMMER SESSION 1
Course MsF

fof

Dates _—_ Instructor

3
3
3
4

5/27-6/20
5/27-6/20
7/21-8/15
6/16-6/27

Champeny
Klein
Walker
Roscoe

$345
$345
$345
$480

1-3.

6/16-6/27

Roscoe

$115/unit

ART 105B _ Beginning Drawing

3

6/23-7/18

LaPlant

$405

ART 10S5E _ Begin Representational Drawing

3

6/23-7/18

Anderson

$405

3
3
3
3
3
l

6/23-7/18
6/23-7/18
6/23-7/18
5/27-7/3
5/27-6/20
5/28-6/19

LaPlant
Anderson
Jenner
Lilien
Berke
Lilien

$405
$405
$405
$405
$405
$115

8/5-8/14
= 5/27-8/15

Reynolds
Bravo

$3
$115
$11S/unit

Mortazavi
Brusca
Brusca

$345
$380

Title

asia

302 _— Anthropology of Religion
Human Biology and Evolution
303
Human Biology and Evolution
303
357 __ Field Archaeology
358
Archaeology Lab
Projects in Anthropology
Field
492

ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH

ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

321 _ . Intermediate Drawing
Adv Representational Drawing
323
Digital Imaging
340
QuarkXpress
342
Art Structure
358
_Intro to QuarkXpress
396B
_Intro to Adobe Illustrator
Independent Study

ART 396B
ART 495

Int’! Business Management
BA 410
BIOL 104 —_ General Biology
General Biology Lab
BIOL 104L

|
1-6

5/27-6/20
5/27-6/20

3
3

BIOL 105 _~ Principles of Biology
Principles of Biology Lab
California Natural History

BIOL 105L
BIOL 306

BIOL 340 — Genetics
General Chemistry
CHEM 109

Lovelace

3

5/27-6/20

Lovelace
Walker

$380

4
5

5/27-7/3
5/27-7/3

Bowes
Golden

$480
$645

First Year Read & Comp
ENGL 100
ENGL 100 __ First Year Read & Comp

— Critical Writing

ENGL 101

$365
$365

PHIL 303

Theories of Ethics

3

5§/27-6/20

Fletcher

$345

PHIL 304
PHIL 304

Philosophy of Sex & Love
Philosophy of Sex & Love

3
3

5/27-6/20
5/27-6/20

Goodman
Armstrong

$345
$345

PSCI 110

American Government

3

5/27-6/20

Faulk

$345

PSCI 303

Third World Politics

3

6/23-7/18

Brookshire

$345

PSCI 306
PSCI 371

Environmental Politics
The Middle East

3
3

§/27-17/3
5/27-6/20

Mayer
Brookshire

$345
$345

Roden
Hu
Langford
Langford
Elmore
Turner
Ratner
Ratner
Hu
Elmore

$345
$345
$345
$345
$345
$345
$345
$345
$345
$345

5/27-7/3
5/27-7/3

Amann
Williams

$345
$345

3

5/27-7/3

Benz

$345
$345

$3
$1
$1

;

cone MSF

Hargrove
Staff

3
3

1

$365

_ Instructor

6/16-7/8
6/21-6/27

$121
$121

Intro to Computers Lab

Monge

Dates

3
3

Darnall
Darnall

CIS 110L

= 5/27-6/20

Ga.

Advanced Health Assessment
Water Safety Instructor

5/27-6/12
8/5-8/14

2

Title

NURS 460
PE 476

1
1

Golden

Introduction to Computers

CIS 176
CIS 176

$15

nee

PSCI 371
PSYC 104
PSYC 104
PSYC 213.
PSYC 301
PSYC 302
PSYC 303
PSYC 303.
PSYC 321
PSYC 322

CIS 110

Intro to Internet
Intro to Internet

$3

$495

5/27-7/3

4

_—_ General Chemistry Lab

CHEM 109L

Thursday, May I

Brusca

General Biology Lab

BIOL 104L

(

Registration begins

Ecotourism .
_Intro to Psychology
_Intro to Psychology
—_ School Age Child
—_ Psychology of Creativity
_— Psychology of Prejudice
_— Family Relat in Cont Society
_—- Family Relat in Cont Society
_ Biological Basis of Behavior
_—_ Leaming & Motivation

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

5/27-7/03
5/27-6/20
6/23-7/18
6/23-7/18
5/27-6/20
5/27-6/20
5/27-6/20
7/21-8/15
5/27-6/20
5/27-6/20

_—_ Sensations & Perception

3

6/23-7/18

- Hui

3

7/21-8/15

Hui

$345

3

6/23-7/18 += Hui

$345

Intro to Literature

3

7/1-8/15

McComb

ENGL 205

_ Beg Creative Wniting

4

= 5/27-8/15

Shikuma

$460

PSYC 323

ENGL 417
ENGL 435

— Second Language Acquisition
_Issues in ESL/EFL

3
3

5/28-6/20
6/23-7/18

Reitzel
Santos

$345
$345

PSYC 323 _ Sensations & Perception

ENGL 499
ES 105
ES 105
ES 308
ES 480

—_ Language Studies
Cultural Minorities‘in the US
Cultural Minorities in the US
Multicultural Perspectives
Chiapas and the EZLN

4
3
3
3
3

6/23-7/18
5/27-7/3
7/1-8/15
5/27-7/3
5/27-7/3

Santos
Grizzle
Sardinia
Grizzle
Sardinia

$460
$345
$345
$345
$345

PSYC 324 — Cognitive Psychology
PSYC 335 _— Social Psychology
PSYC 335 _— Social Psychology

3
3
3

7/21-8/15
5/27-6/20
7/21-8/15

Hui
Ratner
Ratner

$345
$345
$345

PSYC 337 _ Personality Theory & Research
PSYC 438 = Dynamics of Abn Behavior

3
3

5/27-6/20
5/27-6/20

Weinstein
Weinstein

$345
$345

3

7/21-8/15

Hu

$345

2-7

= 5/27-8/15

Cannon Jr.

$1 15/unit

ENGL 105 ~

PSYC 324 —_ Cognitive Psychology

_—_— Drug Use & Abuse

$345

ES 480

The Cuban Revolution

3

5/27-7/3

Sardinia

$345

PSYC 473.

ES 480
FIN 310
FISH 680

Chiapas and the EZLN
Introductory Finance
Advanced Field Limnology

3
3
3

7/7-8/15
5/27-6/20
July

Sardinia
Mortazavi
Brenneman

$345
$365
$345

REC 482

Internship

RS 300

Living Myths

3

5/27-8/15

Graham

$345

RS 390

Goddesses in World Mythology

3

5/27-8/15

Graham

$345

FOR 302

Forest Ecosystems & People

3

5/27-7/3

Sibley

$345

HED 400
HED 405

Sound Mind/ Sound Body
School Health Programs

3
3

5/27-6/20
6/16-6/27

Stull
Nelson/Davis

$345
$345

RS 399
SC 100
SC 100

Directed Study
Fundamentals of Speech
Fundamentals of Speech

1-2.
3
3

5/27-8/15
5/27-7/3
7N-8/15

Graham
VerLinden
Smith- Young

$115/unit
$345
$345

HED 705

School Health Programs

3

6/16-6/27

Nelson/Davis

$345

HIST 110
HIST 111
HIST 305

US History to 1877
US History since 1877
The Westward Movement

3
3
3

5/27-7/3
7/7-8/15
6/23-7/18

Murphy
Murphy
Ferch

$345
$345
$345

SC 309B
SC 320

Gender & Communication
Intercultural Comm Wkshop

3
1-2.

5/27-6/20
6/24-7/3

Krolokke
Reitzel

$345
$135/unit

SC 322

Intercultural Communication

3

6/23-7/18

Reitzel

$345

SC 323

Oral Interp Children’s Lit

1

7/21-8/15

Floss

$125

3
3
3

77-815
5§/27-7/3
6/23-7/18

Meyer
Fulton
Bodenhom

$345
$345
$345

Oral Interp of Adolescence Lit
Second Language Acquisition
Race & Ethnic Relations
The Changing Family

Floss
Reitzel
Park
Miller

$125
$345
$345
$345

— Echague

$345

Reiner

$480

$2

$480
$365

$2

$3

1
3
S.
3.

7/21-8/15
5/28-6/20
SRB
= 5/27-6/20

3

5/27-6/26

HIST 499

Directed Study

1-3.

§/27-8/15

Murphy

$115S/unit

SC 344
SC 417
SOC 303
SOC 306

KINS 392

Scientific Basis of Movement

3

6/23-6/27

Stull

$345

SPAN 107 _—_ Spanish - Level Ill

— Applied Anatomy & Physiology
_ Internship
_Internship
_ Research Techniques

4
2-8
2-8
3

5/27-6/20
= $/27-8/15
= $/27-8/15
~—-6/16-6/21

MacConnie/Davis
Cannon Jr.
MacConnie
Hopper

$460
$11S/unit
$11S/unit
$345

STAT 108 — Elementary Statistics

4

STAT 222 _ Intro to Biostatistics
THEA 108 —_ Action: Thea Movement/Mime

4
3.

§21-713
6/23-7/18 +

Kim
-Hewston

THEA 322

Creative Drama

4

5/27-1/3

Epperson-Bloomfield $500

3-46

= 5/27-8/15

Hopper

$115/unit

THEA 394

Indie Productions Film Seminar

3

7N-B/S

Makino

3-6 = 5/27-8/15
5/27-7/3
3
5/27-7/3
3
7/7-8/15
3

Hopper
Staff
Gilbert
Scarr

$115/unit
$345
$345
$345

THEA 585

_Indie Productions Film Seminar

3

7/7-8/15

Makino

$345

1

7/25,7/126

Hopkins

$115

$3

Teacher Computer Competency 1

1

— 8/01,8/02

—_— Hopkins

$3

Flashman
Moore

$345
$460

TPSS 716

Mainstreaming

8/08-8/16

_—~PPhilley

$115

2

Teacher Computer Comp |

1

8/08,8/09

Azarmsa

$115

$3

TPSS 718

Teacher Computer Comp II

l

8/15,8/16

Azarmsa

$115

$3

TPSS 776

Mainstreaming

2

IN1-7/19—_—~Philley

3

7/21-8/15

Europe/World: Mod Civ Since 1500
Seminar in East Asian History
~° Colonialism & Revltn/SE Asia

HIST 312
HIST 337
HIST 391

KINS
KINS
KINS
KINS

480
482
482
635

Directed Field Experience

KINS 695

KINS 699 _ Independent Study - Adapted PE
MATH 040 ~—_ Elementary Algebra
Intermediate Algebra
MATH 044
Intermediate Algebra
MATH 044
MATH 103 — Contemporary Math ( Visual)
MATH 107Y Math for Elem Education I

3
4

5/27-6/20
5/27-6/20

4

6/23-7/18

Staff

$460

= Algebra & Elem Functions

4

5/27-7/3

Detrick

$460

MATH 115 = Algebra & Elem Functions

4

71-85

Dodd

$460

MATH 107Z
MATH 115

Math for Elem Education Il

Extended Education

[HUMBOLDT STATE
UNIVERSITY _

TPMS 716

TPMS 717

TPMS 776

WLDF 210

=‘ Teacher Computer Competency I

Intro to Widife Consrvn & Admin

WLDF 300 — Wildlife Ecology & Management
For a complete Summer bulletin, call or stop by:

Office of Extended Education
211 Student & Business Services Bldg.

Humboldt State University

Arcata, California 95521-8299

3

= §/27-713

5/27-6/13

Dunk

Kitchen

$345

$230
$230
$345

$345

Monday - Friday e 8:00 am— 5:00 Pm
PHONE 707.826-373 1
FAX 707.826-5885

extended@laurel.humboldt.edu

http://www.humboldt.edu/ ~extended

A}
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Los Bagels is HSU

zoology graduate
Kim Hollinger’s

i

Saturday morning
hangout. Kim says,
“Viva Los Bagels!”

MIKE ACKERMAN - SIMPSON / LUMBERJACK STAFF

in the I I fe

of

Arcata
Elias Elias (right), a guide for the
Audobon Birdwalk at the Arcata

Marsh, spends his morning
watching birds (or are they
watching him?)

MIKE ACKERMAN-SIMPSON
LUMBERJACK STAFF

JENNA GOLD 7 LUMBERJACK STAFF

Arcata resident Logan Scott|

:

Kemp (above) finds the sand

at Mad River Beach pretty
darn tasty.

:

3

,

Florida State Biking Champion
and Arcata resident Richard

Heisler (right) feels right at home
cycling the North Coast's

:

version of the Everglades
— the

oo

Arcata Bottoms.
oboe
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JENNA GOLD / LUMBERJACK STAFF
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For HSU reference

~

librarian and Arcata
resident Lincoln Kilia
(left), heavy metal has
nothing to do with
headbangers or raucous
music. He has found 19cent coins, jewelry and

knives in the sand at
Mad River Beach with his
metal detector.

:

p.m.

Suzanne Westfall (left), an

HSU sophomore, checks out
the aero-dynamic
“Pencilhead” kinetic
sculpture at the Kinectic
Sculpture Museum in the
Jacoby Storehouse.

Johanna D’arcy, an
HSU junior (right),
shops for music at
People’s Records, a
store famous for its
“no patchouli”
policy.

ANANDA SHOREY / LUMBERJACK STAFF

ANANDA SHOREY / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Wednesday Night

Celebrate

Guinness Night 7-10pm
$7.00 pitchers & $2.50 pints
Thursday Night

Margarita Night 7-11pm
Jose Cuervo Gold Margaritas $2.50

Teta mee aT

Saturday Night

Happy Hour 9-l1pm

Ask About Preview Specials
Me

~

aT

eee

In Historic Jacoby’s Storehouse
On the Plaza - Arcata - 826-0860
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5 - 7pm

AVY) Yee) NN }

Happy Hour!

Monday-Friday

U7

Join us for

A)y) YY

Full Bar: Fine Wines

UL LiL
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Open 7 Days
5 p.m. - Serving Late
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om.
Wes Arnett, an HSU freshman,

reads up on the strange
phenomenon he is

experiencing. Could it be...
Yes it is! ... Sunshine!

ANANDA SHOREY / LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU sophomore James Calderon (above),

selects beads for a piece of jewelry at
Heart Bead, a successful Arcata business.

Trinidad resident

Victoria Haggblom
(right) knows that

this fashionable
clothing is no
optical illusion. It’s
available at Miraj,
a boutique located
on the Plaza.

ANANDA SHOREY / LUMBERJACK STAFF

1&2

Bedroom

Apts.

$450 to $625 per mo.
Shared Units
$255 to $312.50 per mo.
$10/mo. for
furnished apt.

Includes:

24-Hour Property Mgmt.
Computer Lab

Recreation Room
Laundry Facilities
Free Cable TV
Some Apts. « Paid Utilities
Located At

1935

H St.

3 Blocks From

HSU

26
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A six year veteran of
the Arcata Police
Department, Bobby
Lucas (left) reads up on
case law dealing with
lawful and unlawful
police conduct.

SS
SRS

eer

SVE

~

Cathy Wilkinson, an
HSU student and
Arcata resident

(right), shops for
that essential food
staple found in any
college student's
home — chocolate
syrup.

t De

Sale good through April 15th19
price reduction
mn. Li
stock on hand.

any ot offer. C
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Flamenco dancer incorporates
ballet positions into her stlye

By Nicole Keele

tics.

pline all of his life.

Both Marin and La Tania

LUMBERJACK STAFF

take the art form of flamenco

Forsome people dancing is
away oflife,
but for La Tania
the flamenco dance form
pulsates through her blood.

very seriously.
By using the traditional
quality and personal emotion that makes flamenco

La Tania was born into a

unique, Marinand La Tania

give a performance that is

family that lived and breathed ©
flamenco.

1

“Both of La Tania’s parents
studied thedance,whichdates |
back 200 years,” said Rhoda
Teplow, La Tania’s man- .
ager, in a phone interview
from her dance studio in »
Willits. “Flamenco is a
combination of Arabic
Jewish, Spanish and In
“A New And Mostly Wondertul
_ Book Abou! Sex —

|.

Marin adds several dance steps that are

not traditional
“People see
Teplow said.
position of a

to flamenco.
him (Marin) like a matador,”
“Instead of the traditional
high chest and arms back,

Andres does the opposite.
‘He caves his chest in and wraps his arms
around himself: He looks like a bird. The
two definitely make people talk.”
To the Spanish, flamenco is the mix of

much more than just a classical dance form.
“Andres shocks people. He has

palmas (rhythms), cantas (melodies) and

made his own form of flamenco.

tocas (songs). After the fundamentals are

Heisavery sexy dancer,” Teplow
said.
Tania has also taken fla-

matched, dancers are able to develop their

menco to a new creative
dance level.

She often incorporates ballet body and

dian traditional dance
that has been brought to

foot

positions

that give flamenco a new

France and then to Spain

own innovations to their dance.
“Flamencois very personal,” Teplow said.
“It’s like jazz dance. There are lots of personalities that make up a dance — personal
emotions show through every performance.”

La Tania has choreographed and directed
the dance recital she will perform.
Her showisa series of dances that she will

meaning
and a vari-

perform either solo or ina duet with Marin,
who also performs solo dances.
Accompanying the two dancers are Juan

Spaniard will be perform-

ety of new

Antonio Suarezand Roberto Castellon, who

ing at the Van Duzer The-

characteris-

are traditional flamenco guitarists from

through the gypsies of
the time.”
The
French-born ~
ater with her partner
Andre
Marin. Like La Tania
Marin has studied the disci-

Madrid.

See Flamenco, page 29

Lost brewery is a nice tind
By Peter Sciacca and Pete Chenard
SCENE EDITOR AND GRAPHICS

EDITOR

Founded five years ago by marriage and

family counselor Wendy Pound and pharmacist Barbara Groom, Lost Coast
Brewery’s prescription for success has led

to the recent opening of an additional production site.
The main brewery is housed in a Eureka

building which originally belonged to the
Fraternal Order of the Knights of Pythias
men’s club.
When the order purchased the property
in 1886, it constructed the building using
donated lumber from area mills.
The exterior was designed ina Byzantian
style with large turrets built over elaborate
bay windows.
Inside, the building was extensively paneled and trimmed with redwood along corridors that led to a main meeting hall. The
style of the main hall was typical of other

lath and plaster with decorative wood moldings.
An intricate geometric pattern was used

as an engraving for the building’s doors.
While the building has undergone numerous changes since its creation, one can
view an eclectic collection of the order’s
silly-looking fez and non-fez hats in the

brewery’s main dining area.
Below the hats are 90 bottles (and two

cans) of beer on the wall including Pete’s
Wicked Ale, Anchor Steam’s Merry Christmas and Happy New Year Ales,

Mendocino’s Eye of the Hawk, Sierra Nevada Pale Ale, Full Sail Amber

Ale and

Boonville’s Boont Amber. The bottles are

perched on a high ledge to the nght of the
front entrance.

The brewery’s walls are also adorned with
giant, painted wood signs which depict the

labels of foreign and domestic beers.

club lodges at the time with its coved ceiling

Subtly cutting through the buzz of random conversations are choice blues and jazz
selections played over a strong sound sys-

and decorative skylights.

tem.

Other interior walls were composed of

See Lost Coast, page28 _

ERIN CASSIDY/LUMBERJACK STAFF
Overhead view of Lost Coast Brewery’s
bar from the second floor dining area.
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Sex guide: Book discusses sexual customs in other cultures
¢ Continued from page 27
people who do not want to get
pregnant. It also includes information about childbirth and childrearing. There is also a brief section on divorce and its effects on
children.
With chapters like “The Importance of Getting Naked,” “Sex Fluids,” “Do Buddhists Shave Their

Pubic Hair?” and “The Zen of Finger Fucking,” the authors present
sexual information as a collective

;

in an honest, humorous and non-

from a myriad of sources — from
professional sex therapists to average, everyday people all over the
world who have sex.

judgmental way.
A refreshing moral theory in less
than a paragraph is given in the
first chapter.
“Morality, from this guide’s perspective, is your ability to respect
and care for your fellow human

The guide deals with the emotional elements of sexual relationships in a chapter called “Basic
Brain Weirdness.” This chapter

beings. It has little to do with the

way you enjoy your sexuality, unless what you do breaks a special
trust or violates the rights of others:”
The book gleans information

covers topics like one-night stands,
breaking up, depression and how

to deal with people who hate the

America is described as a coun-

The book is not preachy, but

informative, entertaining and hysterical, like your best friend.

try “founded with a Bible in one
hand and a firearm in the other.”
The authors do not dwell on
America’s hypocrisy; they just
bring up the subject and leave it for

a request from the reader to send

the reader to analyze.

in anything that the authors

There is also a section that discusses some sexual customs in
other cultures.
For instance, in Japan it is acceptable for a couple to bathe na-

missed.

opposite sex.
There are two chapters that deal

ked together, but kissing in public

with renga and sex.

is a serious no-no.

An almost 30-page glossary of

sexual terms is included along with

“The Guide To Getting It On”
can be ordered by calling 1-800-

310-PLAY. It can also be ordered
by writing to Goofy Foot Press at
P.O. Box 69365, West Hollywood, Calif. 90069-0365.

ved from page
p 027

. _The Right Ball Stout}
§
issinmenscly >satis- Whebewerycredic this aleashaving sare : gi r
_ The brewery’s seating space funnels zas” 7 withitsrich, smoothand roasted choco- the fruit beer craze back in 1993.
you move from the main dining area to he ie
:
«+ The breaded mushrooms ($4. 95). are an
back. A lone pool table ean be found the A
eAlcien fceshingandlig at with lightly battered and seasoned. These fright-

buti it better be jumped on fast.
Thereisalsoa second-story dining; area
from which patrons can peer down at the
bar, main dining area and beyond.
Currently, the brewery offers an arsenal
of eight of its own beers, Guiness and a
black and tan.
:
‘The eight beers are Lost Cout Wheat,

a zingy orange-lemon-lime

a

ewhich

and delistil st
— eningly-large mushrooms arejuicy
cious. Perfectionisachievedwithanaccom- __
: herbs” added,
: _ panying side of ranch dressing. A basket of houses arriving piping!
kot aa fall of ieche .
Lost Coast’s Irish Red i18 sharply biker _ these 17 or so mushrooms can be a Heh : acter. Thes sauce wasn’t as butte salty
: sweet and has a dark red body. Isa heartier meal,
is the result ofa secret blend of “Humboldt

ale that finishes witha slight floral aftertaste.

An ale with a thicker body is the Down-

Entrees are: served with soup orvaled and

_ all you can eat fresh sourdough bread.

town Brown with its fusion of roast and _ But the brewery’s eel steal the show

healthy conscious consumer.

_

Embedded within the Rettucin

are

fistfull ofartichoke hearts ed bell pepper
chocolate malts. It has a light, hoppy body every time.
Brown, Apricot Wheat, Raspberry Brown, that endows it with a subtly bitter taste. - Friday night featured an array of deica. and three or so large :and tender shrimp. :
By digging out these sea treasures, one is
Eight-Ball Stout and White Beer
_ Downtown Brown’s label, designed by _ cies including salmon steak and fruit salsa. pleasantly surprised to find pore flesh with
All brewery-made pints are available for Humboldt Countyillustrator Duane Flatmo, _ Cooked to perfection, the seared flesh
only a tail to pull.
:
between $2.50 and $2.75 and pitchers - appears on page 74 of the prestigious “Com- : mingled with the palate while an encore of
The stout stew ($5. 95) isi “thick and
range up into the $7 range. A pitcher of munication Arts” grahics publication.
cilantro and mango danced Milerrniiicnty : hearty like the brew. It is a savory bowl
Guiness can be bought for $9.50,
The Apricot Wheatis ripe for the picking, on the tongue.
_ with chunks of steak, tomatoes and pota_ Inaddition, kegs of house brews can be’ The fermented apricot pie flavor is _ Another tantalizing «entree saw grilled red
toes, a glob of sour cream and apiece fora
purchased for $90-$95 with a $60 deposit. complimented by a thick wheat character. : snappersauteed with garlic, mushrooms and little
kick.
:
|
Pale Ale, Alleycat Amber Ale, Downtown

Lalania
La Tania embodies the true spirit of
Spanish Flamenco.
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BReggae Angels
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Singer wants to see Rastafarian movement taken more seriously
By Ben Fordham

“It’s not just messing around,” he said. “I have youngsters and I try and show

LUMBERJACK STAFF

action has a reaction.

|

Imagine for a minute the perfect Friday: At school, all the

Wardle,

We'’renotfreeto sin.”

who

graduated

Dartmouth j

teachers have posted signs: “Life is short. Go out and have
a good time.” At night, the smooth sounds of the Reggae

ee

Angels drift out of Hefe’s and, for a minute, it all makes _
sense.
The band will be rocking Hefe’s Friday along with

gion and
4 parative

them the way ... every

from

& with degrees in reliPc OM *
% litera-

fw

Angels’ lead singer, Fenton

Wardle,

be a show not to
Wardle’s band
Isreal Vibration,
and the Maytals,

He was raised a Chris-}
tian, but said it’s all the |
=

clean liberty.”

i

s.,
Soy

miss.”
has performed with Black Uhuru,
Pato Banton, Lucky Dube, Toots
Mutabaruka, Kek-a-Mouse, Wail-

Lhe Reggae Angels are coming back to Humboldt
after playing several shows with Black Uhuru in
§ southern California.

»;

“We try to keep coming,” Wardle said. “All our

SS) live work strengthens our program. That’s how we
\@ grow as a band.”

ing Souls and Yellowman.
Wardle shares lead vocal responsibilities with

)

veteran singers Cynthia Roots and Alreca Whyte.
“We are working as a vocal trio,” Wardle says. “It’s
_aharmony amongst many of us ... It’s sweeter that way.”

Reggae Angels’ seventh album, “Love Vibes,”
‘will be released soon. The band has previously

recordedin Kingston, Jamaica.
4%;
“That had an effect on me because I love the expo9);I sure to the African culture,” Wardle said. “I try and go
¢ back there once or twice a year.”
. Doors open at 8 p.m., the show starts at 9. Tickets

With those sweet sounds, the Reggae Angels also bring
a message of seriousness.
“ye seena

Jah inall types of music.

to take Jah seriously,” he said. “I want the young generation to know we all have to answer to the father... It’s a

;

telelphone interview from Oakland. “It’s going to

€

talking about Jah or}
Ticket Price:
s God.
$10 door |
©The youth have
3E

cy

said in a

can see the message of{

-

same divinity, whether}

Roots Massive and Inspirie, rain or shine.

“Tell them to come early and stay late,” Reggae

ture, believes people

lot ofdreadsin(Humboldt),” Wardle said. |

“T would like to see them take this movement seriously.” g

.are $7 in advance

live the clean lifestyle.

‘Reggae Angels

anc $10

at the door.

They

are

we, available in Arcata at The Works and The Metro and
in Eureka at The Works.

Wardle said to truly appreciate reggae, a person must i ——

will perform at
a Hefe’s on "Fri

Flamenco: La Tania wears dresses vem Madrid she designed
¢ Continued from page 27
Jesus Montoya and Antonio De Jerez will sing during
the performance.
“There is a lot of improvisation in the performance,”
Teplow said. “The dancers improvise their steps and
rhythms, the singers improvise songs and use several
poems in their lyrics.”

the traditional aspect of the classical dance.
From music to costume, La Tania takes her performance
seriously. The silk costumes used in the dance performance
were handmade in Madrid and designed by Tania.
La Tania has lived in Willits for several years and teaches
classes in flamenco. She has traveled all over the world to
share her art form with audiences in Japan, Mexico and

several other countries.

Everything in La Tania’s performance is based around

Welcome students

parents!

“It is traditional for audiences to say ‘Mira La Tania’ or

‘Ole,”” Teplow said. “Many Adeeitern audiences are
polite and quiet, but in the tradition of flamenco cheering

is OK.”
On Friday La Tania will be offering a dance class at the
Interdance Academy of Arcata. All are welcome to sign
up by calling the dance company at 822-7160.
La Tania will perform at the Van Duzer Theater on
Saturday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $17 general and $13 for
students and seniors.

Explere}ions m

to serve ‘you

workshops

food for thought

Featuring two internationally-acclaimed instructors:

Regino Jiménez Saez
aed ach

<=

Afro-Cuban Percussion.

steaks & ribs

»

¥ — Servin’ up any menu

& sandwiches

items with 10% off of the
total bill. (One coupon per bill.

Good through 4/30/97 with
coupon. Sorry, not valid with any

catch of the day/specials

a
vegetarian

&

Teresita Dome Pérez
Afro-Cuban Dance

Ss

Se

delights/pastas/ salad har

Saturday, April 19 & Sunday, April 20

For information or
a brochure, contact:
Office of Extended Education

Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521-8299
(707) 826-3731 voice

N
if

»

Fe

\ Sar 008
PP

teeever”

he

(707) 826-5885 fax

EATER

http://www. humboldt.edu/~extended
email: extended@laurel.humboldt.edu

3525 Janes Rd., Arcata Ned to Sealy Inn) 822°1050
&

ee

@

Sunny Brae Shopping Center

North Town
Launderetie
778 18th St. Arcata

at the Sunny Brae Middle School gymnasium
located at 1430 Buttermilk Lane, Arcata
ESS

Sunny Brae
Launderette

30
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‘Liar Liar’

Jim Carrey plays a lawyer with a questionable code of ethics

By Gustavo Higueruela
LUMBERJACK STAFF

the movie industry.

Ra

However, with the help of director Tom Shadyac (also director of

kkk

Carrey’s breakout hit “Ace
Ventura: Pet Detective” and last
year’s box office hit “The Nutty
Professor’), Carrey is backin busi-

Lead actors

ness with a good comedy.
The film is about an attorney,

“Liar Liar”

Universal Pictures
Directed by Tom Shadyac
Jim Carrey, Maura Tierney,
Justin Cooper, Cary Elwes,

Anne Haney and Jennifer Tilly.
Oh a} ne

Fletcher Reede (Jim Carrey),
whose unique code of ethicsis, “In

the courtroom, truth is negotiable.”
Fletcher is a habitual liar and
that reputation has made him a

very successful lawyer.
But if lying is easy for Fletcher,
being a good father is a very complicated thing for him. He is divorced
Probably after the deception of

“The Cable Guy” many people

from

Audrey

(Maura

Tierney) and their son Max (Justin
Cooper) is having problems with

shows the best Carrey ever.
Carrey is one of the highest paid

this situation.
His mother is trying to make a
new life with a man named Jerry
(Cary Elwes) and his father acts
like he does not love his son.
Max wants his parents back to-

actors in Hollywood and he has

gether, but understands that his

been successful in the box office

father is a liar and hard to believe

with many of his movies. “Liar
Liar” was a total success in its first
weekend.
“The Cable Guy” was so bad
that he risked losing his position in

every time he opens his mouth.
Onhis fifth birthday, Max makes
awish for his father to be honest for

thought
Jim Carrey would join the

big “missing-in-action” list of comedians.

However, “Liar Liar”

one day and, miraculously, his wish

becomes true.

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES
Attorney Fletcher Reede (Jim Carrey) flailing in court when he suddenly loses his ability to tell lies.
reputation makes the case a piece
mitted adultery, Fletcher perThose 24 hours are going to be
suades her to trust his “aggressive
the hardest test in Fletcher’s life. of cake, but now he can’t lie.
The case involves an adulteress
representation” and allow him to
He discovers that his best weapon
(Jennifer Tilly) who is being di- convince the judge she is the vic(his mouth) becomes his biggest
vorced by her wealthy husband.
tim.
liability.
When Fletcher realizes he canEven though she signed a preJust before the day comes, he is

given a case that another lawyer

nuptial agreement specifying that

has rejected out of principle. His

she would get nothing if she com-

See Tell Me Lies, page 34

eeeeAnril

11

“Errol Previde Quartet”

eee

April

12

“Dancing Rhythm Dogs”
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Happy Hour Prices: April 11-April 17
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‘The Devil’s Own’

is hellish

Film illustrates that even good actors can not polish a turd
By Gustavo Higuervela
LUMBERJACK STAFF

“The Devil’s own”
Conny Pictures

Directed by Alan J. Pakula
Lead actors

Harrison Ford, Brad Pitt, Margaret

Colin, Ruben Blades, Treat Wiliams and

George Hearn.

Even Harrison Ford and Brad Pitt make

cold blood by a hooded man.
About 25 years later, McGuire is an IRA

soldier fighting the British Army in Belfast.
After a failed attack on his commando, he

pawn in his plan to return home with the
missiles. But trouble begins when the deadly
terrorist starts to enjoy living with the family

goes to New York where judge Peter
Fitzsimmons (George Hearn), an undercover Irish loyalist, has found a place to stay
at New York Police Sgt. Tom O’Meara’s

and becomes good friends with O’Meara.
To buy the missiles, McGuire tries to

make deals with Billy Burke (Treat Will-

See Devil, page 34

(Harrison Ford) place.

Mark A. Hise MS-DDS.
“We cater to cowards!”
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SYSTEM
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826-1105

could forever change the balance of power
between the rebels and the British forces.
Under the alias ofRory Devaney, McGuire

%

"400 G Street *ArcataeCA | x em

C5

Not Your Average Vi deo Store...
We feature a unique selection of films that
you won't find anywhere else, in addition to
a complete selection of contemporary hits.

Co

EXPERIENCE

E

VIDEO

A.

Americaandavoiding his country’s troubles.
For McGuire, O’Meara is just another

30866600066006008

Ex»

Vv

He is given the opportunity of going to
America to procure stinger missiles that

Gran (oa rka (a as
Cha
Es

to watch helplessly as his father is shot in

ES

Rock, Reggae & Jazz Videos * Quality Documentaries « Hong Kong action

“The Devil’s Own” is the story of Frankie
McGuire a.k.a. Rory Devaney (Brad Pitt), a
young man who decides to become part of
the IRA terrorist group.
The movie starts with Frankie as a boy in
Ireland. He sits down to family dinner, un-

been dominating Ireland for years.
When the family begins the dinner, he has

(

Unfortunately, he loses control of the plot.
The audience is exposed to a total disaster
where nothing seems to make sense.

upon centuries of conflict over who controls
his home and country. He is going to suffer
in his own family the wrath and hate that has

ey
cs

“Presumed Innocent”) has lost his needle
with this movie by trying to save a promising
story (the first 10 minutes are real good).

New York Police Sgt. Tom O'Meara (Harrison Ford) shoots pool with houseguest Rory Devany (Brad Pitt) in “The Devil’s Own.”
O’Meara thinks that McGuire is just a
suspecting that his life is going to change in has to hide from the secret service.
young man looking for an opportunity in
A choice is presented to him by the IRA.
a matter of minutes because of centuries

¢ S3j413 guIUd yo yno »B a1DY « juapusdapy] e uBi9104

President’s Men,” “The Pelican Brief” and

PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES

AL 39d ¢ 4ION Uy

mistakes and “The Devil’s Own” is one of
the biggest mistakes of their careers.
“The Devil’s Own” demonstrates that
even with fabulous actors like Ford and Pitt,
a movie can be a total disappointment.
Director Alan J. Pakula (“All The

2

32
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“Never Home”
Freedy Johnston

tiful acoustic guitar progression.
Soaring and falling slide guitar
workin the background adds moisture to teary lyrics such as “his
conscious
waits
for
day

cause he forgot the original lines at
the recording studio orjust wanted
to fill air space.
Examples of this lyrical debauchery include “way back in the day I
loved you or something anyway”
and “her

anyone who still knows how to
appreciate a good rock album.
— Peter Sciacca
“Living in Clip”
Ani DiFranco
Rrebjeche Babe Records

In the tradition of great rock singers/songwriters such as Tom Petty
and
Steve
Miller,
Freedy
Johnston’s

“Never

Home”

is a

Ani DiFranco is a performance
artist — her homeis onstage. That’s

quality release that blends solid
musicianship with reflective, heartfelt singing.
Johnston

runs

the emotional

gamut on “Never Home” with
sharply contrasting tunes such as
‘Hotel Seventeen” and “Western
Sky.”
“Hotel Seventeen” has the potential to be a campfire favorite. It
consists of a catchy, quirky acoustic guitar rhythm balanced tastefully by a brief, but punchy soloala
Steven Cropper.
“Western Sky” isa somber piece
that begins witha gloomy, yet beau-

eyes sit in a parking lot all
day.”

like an a.m. radio song.”
Johnston’s pure, rich and soarAnother criticism of this CD,
ing voice is the greatest strength of though itis more ofa snobby guitar
aficionado nitpick, are some bland
this album. He can croon with the
best of them.
riffs that take the spice out of otherUnfortunately, his singing is wise nifty rhythms and solos.
However, this second release by
somewhat blemished by occasional
Johnston has plenty of fire power
cheesy lyrics. At points it sounds
Ae he made uP half-ass
ee be- _to make it a wise investment for

what makes her new double album, “Living in Clip,” so much
fun.
It is a collection of tunes drawn
from each of her earlier albums
with some new songs mixed in. It
was recorded live on her 1995-96
tour at venues across the nation,

including Arcata. “Living in Clip”
is DiFranco’s first live album. Like

every one ofher nine albums, “Living in Clip” was released through
her own recording company, Righteous Babe

in 1995.

On

vaLLey

WeST e ite

MaLL _«

eee

cor

about

politics,

women’s issues and love relationships.
DiFranco recounts a story about

an activist who called to say she

to makea living, finding
an identity
and discovering that things are of-

See Raves, page 33
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poverty,

was disappointed that DiFranco’s
newer lyrics were more focused on
love than politics. A little sheep-

W2&EELa csCon ay

Bure

the album

songs

DiFranco introduced itasa glimpse
of “the folk singer” at 18, three
days after moving to New York.
She discusses worrying about how

ee
=

in Buffalo,

N.Y.
The song “Out of Habit” was
recorded in the Kate Buchanan
Room

pesindicd
OrreR
97,
Oke

Records

tencomfortably, ifnot mundanely,
similar everywhere.
In addition to life experiences,
DiFranco is known for writing

©)

2:

mY ; ian ‘iB

prs
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FREE BLUES JAM PASS, REMOVE & TAKE TO THE CLUB

\ Coming in May: Junk, Eddie Fitzroy & Masawa, Hedzoleh Sounds, Joe Huston)
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Raves: New releasesb y Ani DiFranco, Kinnie Starr
it until every last ounce
ued from page 32
“distracted,” presumably by love.
A new love song on the album
called “Gravel” is destined to become a DiFranco classic. It is a

— hers and theirs — is spent.

— Melissa Lubin
“Diaspora”

Natacha Atlas
Beggar’s Banquet/MCA

speedier tune about a frustrating

Taree

love/hate relationship. Part of the

charm of “Gravel” is the speckling
throughout of DiFranco’s form of
scatting that turns words

and

‘Ihe multicultural tusion of this
era is often best illustrated in mu-

breaths into beats. Scatting issomething she is famous for doing in her

sic. Natacha Atlas exemplifies this
with her heritage and music in her

live shows, but often leaves out in

release “Diaspora.”
Born in Morocco of a Jewish
father and a Muslim mother, Atlas’
musical aspirations publicly flowered after she moved to England as

studio versions of her songs.

“Living in Clip” describes life
on tour.

“Clipping” is the sound a guitar

amplifier makes when it is on the

verge of blowing up. When the
sonic signal of the music is more
than the amplifier can handle, a
little red warning light comes on
and a snapping sound which is the
“clipping” is heard. The actual title
of the album came from a quoteby
Larry I. Berger, one of the sound
technicians on tour with the band.
“The stage amps are like living

a teen.
Although fluent in English,
Spanish and French, Atlas took up
singing in Arabic and Turkish
nightclubs (“Northampton’s first
Arabicrocksinger”). Currently she
is lead singing and belly dancing
with the group “Transglobal Underground.”

One feature of music is that it
often transcends language, convey-

in clip, man,” he said in a press

ing feeling, mood, place and emo-

release.

tion universally. We may not know
what Atlas is saying, but we feel it.
“Diaspora” is arranged with a
diversity of instruments — oud,

On this album, like in her stage

performances, DiFranco invites

audiences into her soul where she
makes them warm and cozy with
sweet lulling tunes before shattering that comfort with an aggressive
breakdown of society’s problems
set to a pounding acoustic guitar.
She takes old songs and makes
them new by changing the timing
or the rhythm. Moments between
songs are punctuated with giggles,
tour stories and impromptu musi-

cal pieces. DiFranco grabs her

visually-minded woman who gives

the album’s multiculturalism married to an infectious beat.

a good view of her wide range of

In “Yalla Chant,” Atlas urges us

stylistic abilities.
She goes from “StiffSour Lemon

on. “Yalla”iscommon Arabic slang

Rind,” aslowly executed exclama-

for “Let’s go/get moving.”
Anexcerpt from the song: “Lis-

.... therhythm ofhands, therhythm

ceeds to bust out complex rhymes

of the drums, the rhythms of the

as if she were actually born and
raised in the ghettos of Compton.
Starr then takes a stab at a more
modern style of hip-hop/spoken
word sounds with the track
“Month of Trickery.” The song

universe, that which has been and

will always be, a sacred dance.
Yalla.”
A compelling beat pushes the
listener forward, but the chorus —

the yalla chant itself — is discorand it becomes static in the backwaters of the rhythm.

spun me like a sweet chocolate and

and there, it is not hard to imagine
kids in Jaffa grooving and moving
sun sets on the Mediterranean.

I was wrapped around his candy
stick.”
The song “Praise” is a tribal/
gospel sounding vocal arrange-

With her music, it is not far of a

ment that comes across like prayer

stretch to find oneself grooving
along.
For those entranced by an infectious beat or bass line working
under a passionate, melodically
enrapturing lead vocal, “Diaspora”

with hand drums, cowbells and

their bodies to Atlas’ sounds as the

is a must listen. If the music does
not win the listener over, Atlas’

vocals just might.
—Todd Wucetich

Kinnie Starr

ears

THURSDAYS
D.J Dancing

Oldies

All the best in hit music
Drink Specials & Fun
18 & over 9pm-2am

FRIDAYS
POWER 96.3
RETRO SHOW
The biggest party in
Humboldt County!!
70's 80's & 90's
Dance Music
18 & older 8pm-3am

SATURDAYS
CLUB
The

«

WESTERN
LIVE

best

music

in live country

on stage.

Country

«4

DJ on the breaks.
18 & over 9pm-2am
KRED

SUNDAYS
CLUB

TRIANGLE

Alternative

Lifestyles

$5 Beer’/Well

Night

Bust

High Energy Dance Mixes
18 & over Spm-2am

SPECIAL EVENTS

types of music. This culminates
into whatis a very complete look at

Violet Inch Records

Ray

Vdd ae URES

ics and the mastermind behind an
interesting cross between several

“Tidy”

i

Sat. May 3

where she wants to go with her
talent.
This album will leave you satisThe poetic Kinnie Starr has released “Tidy” in a musical effort
that seems to reflect the inner and
outer happenings ofan intelligent,

Holyfield

fied, yet hanging with the question

|

— “What else could she possibly

do?”
— By Matt Huffstutter

|

Open At 5pm
Tickets
at The

Available
Works &

# = Eureka/Arcata Burger Quest
$10 adv.

All shish kebab & gyros are served with
freshly cut salads m baked pita bread.

and Accessories
BOUGHT: SOLD - REPAIRED - RENTED

a

(uae

Starr is a whiz at musical dynam-

FINE INSTRUMENTS

Shish Kebab:

1027 | Street + Arcata, CA 95521 + (707) 822-6264

Lamb
Pork

Kufte (ground beef, onions & cilantro)
Chicken
Veggie

BOOKS & VIDEOS
We have over 20,000 different mugic titles in stock--from Rock to
Classics. We also have many music
teaching videos--from Hand Drumming to Blues Piano to Fidadling.

Falafil

House Specialty:
Gyro (Doner Kebab)

Side Orders:
1.25

Rice Pilaf

1.25

We buy and trade used instruments
Lessons, Repairs, PA & Instrument Rentals

Lee

other percussions beating along
with Starrs’ outstanding performance.
“Ophelia” is a lurking and lumbering story that she tells in her
unique vernacular. This song gives
animpression of watching a movie,
with the music she paints, right
before you.

dancers at times, the CD success-

electronics, etc.

5th € G streets

boy/man with a keen mind and he

Despite loosing its groove here

, Music

amps,

WIS]

ends with a quickly-delivered
poem full of references to a sensuous romance such as “had me a

dantly distracting from the groove

violin, strings, dharabuka, bass,
double bass, bendir, guitar, riqq,
keyboards, tablas, clarinet, midi
sax, drums and miscellaneous percussion.
A delight for armchair travelers/
fully transports the listener to other
lands.
The track “Fun Does Not Exist” and its sound bites from
“Apocalypse Now” and the ‘80s

UB

tion of images featuring her singing and guitar playing.
|
In“*Rime Gone Wrong” she pro-

ten to the rhythm of the universe

, Wildwood

Me

WOW

SCC

note

he n

audience’s attention and squeezes

anthem “White Lines” highlight

REG.
3.75
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.25

LRG.

3.50

5.50

3.50

5.50

Tatziki
Tatziki w/PitaBread
Cheese Cake

5.75
5.50
5.50
5.50
5.25

.50
1.25

eet ele eel ele elle

ishly DiFranco told the audience
and the activist that she had been

a eee

of passion

see

- Contin
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Live Reggae Show
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plus Special

¢

Guests

Show Starts at 8pm
Advanced Tickets $10
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Devil

rr eed
[Burnt Out?
Che
‘Jack is
userfriendly!

plained with some credibility.
Pitt’s Irish accent sounds weird.
There is no doubt about his acting
skills, but the viewer can easily see
that in some way this movie does
not suit his style.

¢ Continued from page 31
iams). Burke is just a brutal fellow
who wants to deceive McGuire,

Reward

get the money
siles.
Everything
McGuire and
again when he

Yourself.

For purchase info & nearest dealer,
call 707.668.4173
or http:// www. aadrum. com

AFRICAN AMERICAN
DRUM COMPANY USA
©1997 African American Drum Co.

and keep the mis-

He is out of the character, even

goes wrong for
the violence starts
has to choose be-

when he really tries to fit the role.
He never gives the real weight for

this movie.
Ford is a great actor who has

tween his mission, his friend Tom

movies like “Executive Decision,”

“Fraser” and “The Rock” have
used in thelast year. Directors need
more than star actors to make a
believable action movie.
Action doesnot mean fictionand

terrorists, whatever they try to do
(using Alcatraz as a base to attack
the system or kidnapping an airplane to defy the president), can be

stupid like directors want to por-

and his past.
The story probably sounds
good, but that is the only good
thing about “The Devil’s Own.”

the last decade, but “The Devil’s
Own’ will not be one of those films

The directing style Pakula has used

that people will remember in the

America to get some stinger mis-

to tell the story is total chaos, where
none of the characters are portrayed deeply or the situations ex-

future.
“The Devil’s Own” follows the

siles sounds cheesy and even the

bad boys are too “good” and too

questionable action formula that

dumb to be bad boys.

weird movements and funny faces.
In “Liar Liar” he is more than that.

Former Academy Award nominee for best supporting actress,
Jennifer Tilly, is also great as the
adulteress wife. She brings fine

been in some of the best movies of

tray them.
Pitt is too soft to be a deadly
terrorist. The idea of coming to

Tell me lies
* Continued from page 30
not lie, he tries to get the trial

‘ On the Gazebo, Old Town
|
‘. end & F Street 425 Snug Alley

He actually has a believable char-

postponed for the next day. But
the judge then asks him why and
again he has to say the truth.
Carrey has made his best
movie. “Liar Liar” is not just a

acter and a good script.
Many of the jokes are great and

this time Carrey’s face is not the
funniest thing about the movie.
Even the rest ofthe actors are good.

funny movie, butalsoa good story
about the relationship between a
very busy father and his son.
Believeit or not, Carrey is funny
in this movie.

His acting is notjust a bunch of

acting to the movie and creates

another incentive to see this
movie.

Carrey has scored with “Liar

Rookie actor Justin Cooper is

Liar.” He is still overpaid, but

greatas Fletcher’s son and in many
moments of the movie heis the real
lead actor. That is an impressive

this time the box office will be
with him and he can still ask for

feat for a little boy.

be a total success. :

his salary because the movie will

April CALENDAR
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SIE

Suh

$1.00 WELL DRINKS
PROGRESSIVE STARTING AT 8PM

1 Oy,P) DANCING WITH RED

@ 9PM
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a

Charlie Hunter
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8-12PM
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\pril 19 / kate Buchanan Room, Spm

WITH RED
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vintal, Hernandez on fast track to fame
times of 1:52.40 and 1:54.71, re-

i The HSU trio is

making a name for the
‘Jacks in the half-mile
event, both in the NCAC
and in the NCAA.
By Matt Krupnick

said. “I knowit’s along shot, butif

spectively.

The only person able to break
up the triad has been San Francisco State’s Peter Fain, last year’s
conference champion, who ranks
third in the NCAC with a time of
1:53.67.
Yerton, who is from Eureka, has

built a successful career at HSU in

SPORTS EDITOR

“T want to be All-American,” he

both cross country and track. He
was the lone NCAC qualifier for

I don’t (achieve All-American status), I won’t be too bummed because I have a few more years.”

One reason why the trio is running so fast now is because the
three have been training together
since the fall, which has sprouted a
sense of camaraderie.
“We all have this friendship go-

the 1994 NCAA Division II cross
country championships and won

ing,” Hernandez said.
The comparable amounts of talent havealso aided the threesome’s

the conference title in the 800 in.

training techniques.

Josh Quintal and theater arts fresh-

1993. Despite his success in both
sports, however, Yerton prefers

“It takes the pressure off of any
one individual having the weight

man Gilbert Hernandez, all 800-

track spikes to the long-distance

meter runners on the HSU track

variety.

of leading the workout,” track
coach James Williams said. “They

The Three Musketeers. Peas in
a pod. Just plain fast.
All these terms could be used to
describe business senior Dutch
Yerton, liberal studies sophomore

are all capable of being leaders.”

and field team. The trio has taken

“Truthfully, ’vealways enjoyed

the Northern California Athletic
Conference by storm this season,

trackalot more,” he said. “Itisjust
a completely different training
style.”
)
Quintal, from Fortuna, transferred to HSU last year after a year

The runners have been able to
draw off one another’s strengths
while training for what many
people say is one of track’s most

at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.
“T didn’t like the track program
(at Cal Poly),” he said. “There it

“The 800 takes a real under-

achieving three of the top four
marks in the conference.

“Having three people who are
comparable helps us in workouts,”

Yerton said. “(In workouts), we’re
not competitors,
mates.”

we’re

team-

was more like a job.

Though the threesome cares not
about competing in workouts,
races are another story. Yerton
leads the conference with a time of

“One of my main goals at the
beginning of this season was tojust

difficult events.
standing and strategy,” Hernandez
said. “It’s kind of debatable
whether it’s a sprint event or a
distance event.”
“With the 800,” Yerton said,

have fun, because when I was at

“an athlete can come from either

Cal Poly, I did not have fun.”

direction, (distance running or

1 minute, 52.22 seconds, .22 sec-

Hernandez, who came to HSU

sprinting). I know these guys have

onds off a provisional national

last year from Montebello, knows
he has less pressure than his team-

‘more leg speed than I do, so they

qualifier, while

Quintal

and

Hernandez are close behind with

mates because he is a freshman.

See Half mile, page 37

KEITH SHEFFIELD / LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU’s trio of 800-meter runners competes at the Green and Gold
intrasquad meet on Feb. 22. From left are Dutch Yerton, Josh Quintal
and Gilbert Hernandez.

Freshman designated hitter Taiisha Pleasant leads ‘Jacks
in roundtrippers, walks and slugging percentage in 1997
@ The rookie is batting
.393 this season with
seven home runs for
the ‘Jacks.

down, he always comes back for

more,” said Pleasant, who plays
primarily as designated hitter and
fills in at second base.
There are other motivating fac-"
tors behind Pleasant’s power surge.

By Eric Grammer

Freshman Taiisha Pleasantis off
to a terrific start thanks to Wily
Coyote.
_The 19-year-old biology major
leads the HSU softball team with
seven home runs, partly because

She said hitting a ball over the
fences allows one to not have to
run as hard around the bases.
“It’s nice not to have to sprint
KEITH SHEFFIELD / LUMBERJACK STAFF

cartoon character best known for

Taiisha Pleasant leads the HSU
softball team with seven homers.

his attempts to catch the Roadrun-

abilities because her pursuit of

ner, she said.

Coyote is never-ending.

This helps her to not think too
much when she is at bat and has
allowed her to show her hitting

have been on the road and most of

so I picked Wily Coyote because,
no matter how many times he goes

LUMBERJACK STAFF

when she is up at the plate, she
imagines she is trying to hit the

strumental in the success she has
had. All of Pleasant’s home runs

stuff, just to go up there thinking
about hitting a cartoon character,

Triples: 3
Home runs: 7
RBI: 43

easy,” she said.

Walks: 26

Pleasant said she started playing
baseball when she was six and

Wily

“(Student Assistant BukieJones)

ning program like the HSU softball team isa welcome change from
her softball team at Harbor High

and thinking about softball and

Hits:
48o : ¢|
bibles

around the bases. You get to take it

started playing softball when she
was 10. She said playing for a win-

‘told me that instead of going up

Batting average: 393

School in Santa Cruz, which she

SOURCE: HSU SPORTS INFORMATION

said was “horrible.” Pleasant is not
new to winning, however, because

she played on her high school’s

them have occurred when her father was present at the game.

“He calms me down a lot better
than anyone else,” she said. “He
just tells me that if I’m in.a slump

that it will all come together eventually and not to worry about it.”
She said she also gets support
and advice from her younger

brother, Drew, who plays baseball
in high school. She said she has
always wanted to compete with him

and they give each other advice.
“T talk to him (Drew) all the time.
He’s like my best friend,” Pleasant
said. “If I’m in a slump or there’s

something going on with school, I
call and talk to him.”

soccer team, which won its league

She said the coaching staff has

three years in a row.
She said her family has been in-

See Pleasant, page 38
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WE PLAY EXCITING:
HIGH STAKES INDIAN BINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY - SUNDAY
WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES
BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO
SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO

UNDER
GOD'S
CONTROL

COME SEE US IN
NORTHTOWN ARCATA
(101 NORTH)
Tanke
VME
Tr

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!

eee |

NIDAD
EXIT

{DRIVE

SPECIAL & NO-LIMIT TOURNEYS =
JACKPOT "21," OMAHA,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HI/LO & OTHERS

1535 G Street « 826-1379
Mon.-Thurs.

Fri.-Sat. 11-9
Sun. 12-7
2009

Christian

11-8

Harrison,

VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGESSIVE JACKPOTS
NICKELS TO DOLLAR MACHINES

an Answer

a free Christian Science

Lectur

Eureka

EVAN MEHLENBACHER,
of Kennewick, WA

12-7

More Than Just Hamburgers!

April 12, 1997

Fresh Chicken, Vegetarian & Seafood
Sandwiches, Large Salad Selection

HUNGRY?
DELI DINER OPENS DAILY @ 11 AM

has

_

| Come Hear

445-2061
Mon.-Sat. 11-8
Sun.

Science

11

ARCATA

am

11th and H Street, Eu

OPEN:

Child Care Provided

7 DAYS -Wed. 11 a.m. (24 hours) - Sun. 2 a.m.

Backpacking Gear: tents, sleeping bags, backpacks,
accessories...
on the plaza,
Arcata

‘

Accnorier:

td

1996 bikes from

Specialized and Gary Fisher reduced drastically.
D

Ba ifewater boats from Perception and sea kayaks by Necky.

Mon. - Thur. 5-8 p.m.
Fri. 4-9 p.m.
glass
Anchor

Steam

Bud & Miller

pint _ pitcher

$1.25

$2.25

$5.50

$.75

$1.75

$3.50

EET

Eat

¢€&@2: new and demo

New and used gear at great prices!
The yard sale at

Yard Sale!

Save 20%—60%

Come in after the game!
5 or more per team gets
HAPPY HOUR PRICES!!!

' Saturday, April 12th—9AM to 4PM
10th & F Street, Arcata—822-4673
$1.25

$2.25
MUSIC

$5.50

BY DJK!
‘
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Half mile
¢ Continued from page 35
help to pull me along.”
Williams said all three runners
do their part in workouts.
“You don’t have just one who

wants to do the work while the
e It’s a shame that Roberto

e It’s a good thing the Bash

Alomar isn’t the player he once
was. I mean, not one globule of

Brothers are back together in

umpire’s direction this season.
e I hereby declare the Chi-

packing the stadium.
¢ So Larry Walker leads the

cago Cubs out of the race for the
1997 National League pennant.
° Obscure sports fact of the
week: Emory and Henry Col-

National League in home runs.
It’s good to see the smog in
Denver hasn’t made the air any
thicker.

Oakland, or those amazing
crowds of 17,000 wouldn’t be

spittle has been aimed in an

and

lege beat Washington

Jefferson College, 23-16, in the
1987 NCAA Division III foot-

ball quarterfinals.

score of the week: Bentley 31,
St. Anselm 14. See, expensive

his strengths.

“He hasa real good understanding of our race,” Yerton said.

Williams clearly understands the
consequences of having the trio

¢ Obscure college baseball
score of the week II: Union 18,

FIX

Transylvania 4. Damn vampires suck our blood, turn into
bats and live forever and then

Holyfield because ofa cut above
his eye. We wouldn’t want to
see any blood in boxing. That

ball players. Guess you can’t

ity, a catastrophe ...

have it all.

Humboldt people in front of them.
“They’re genuine national-cali-

ber half milers.”
Though Hernandezisanew face
to Humboldt County, Yerton and

Quintal briefly competed against
each other while at Eureka High
School and Fortuna High School,

“I saw Josh go down to Cal Poly
and I knew the athlete we were
seeing was not the Josh we knew,”

he said.
Being in an atmosphere conducive to training has helped all three
runners not just physically, but
mentally as well.
“They’re all happy for each
other when they win, which shows
a lot about their character,” Will-

iams said. “They’ve got great character.”

EVERY WEEK

IN

a

NO MORE SPRING
TRAINING - IT’S
WOOD CHIPS SEASON

T
W
ES Gee OR

12 |
Sports|
2 Years Running)

oomeuopeegoros rT

#1d
| Vote
North Coast
:

Fortuna.

THE LUMBERJACK.

they go out and try to be base-

would be unthinkable, an atroc-

great race, there could be three

Williams said he has followed
Quintal’s career since his days at

GET YOUR SPORTS

tive equation.

cars do perform well.
¢ OK, so Mike Tyson canceled his big fight with Evander

who was so fast,” Yerton said.

should send a message to opposing runners, Williams said.
“It tells (opponents) that they
can’t focus on just one person in a
race,” he said. “If they don’t runa_

have blossomed under Williams’
tutelage, and all three understand

least a 4:30 a.m. starting time
using the Wood Chips puni-

¢ Obscure college baseball

them.”
The potential of having to race

tions,” he said. “They’ve got the

gether.”
Yerton, Quintal and Hernandez

6 a.m. every day. Surely a 3-7
record in 1996 converts to at

respectively.
Yerton remembers hearing stories about Quintal during his senior year in high school.
“I remember they always talked
about Josh — this freshman guy

three athletes ofsuch ahigh caliber

“Nothing but positives can come
out of those three working to-

¢ I can’t believe our football
team begins spring practice at

train together every day.
“This way, they’re used to having people in front of them,” he
said. “They’re used to having
people behind them. They’re used
to having people on the side of

other two just go through the moconfidence in each other to let the
leader set the pace.
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EveryBody Is
Beautiful —
Including Yours

° Continued from
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Loving and accepting yourself just as
you are will give you self-confidence,
better health, and a sense of well-being

that will last a lifetime.

Sponsored b the Health
. Women’s y Center an

Education and Prometion Program
Activities Coordinating Board.

taught her a lot about the game
of softball since she has started
school here. Pleasant said she
had never been taught any
higher level skills before coming to HSU. Among the skills
she has developed is the ability
to hit with power.

“T never was one to hit home
runs all the time. I was more of
a line-drive hitter,” she said.

ote

sprint around the
bases. You get to take
|

it easy.”

mes.

“The next day we beat the No.

includes putting more weight
on her back foot and tucking in
her shoulder.

asked us if it was ours,” she said.

Pleasant said the real secret

to the team’s success, as well as

her own, is the “underdog.”
The “underdog” isa little por-

celain gray andwhite dog with

a pink bow, which the team
found during a tournament in
Georgia last month, She said
there isan interesting story surrounding this lucky charm. The
day prior to finding the “un-

and considerate as they
come,” Cheek said.

Pleasant’s sweetactions.
He said the team

stopped to watch a Col-

lege of the Redwoods
softball game on the way
home from a softball

tournament where sec- —

9-ranked team in the nation (Wisconsin-Parkside) and after the

tinkering with her swing. This

Andshe’sa

He described one of

TASHA PLEASANT
freshman softball player

She said assistant coach
Michelle Nikolayew has helped
her hit with more power by

derdog™ the team had lost two

ie

hav e i O
o
t
t
o
n
“It’s nice

eastheycome.t
asfemininbou
tas swee

game, the team that came in after

us found it (the “underdog”) and
“We

we

said, ‘No, no.’ Then

thought about it for a second and

said, ‘Wait a minute, we just won.
Yeah, give it to us.’ So we kept it

ever since and have won every
game, except for one, with it.”
Softball coach Frank Cheek said
Pleasant has added an intimidating presence for the ‘lacks and

points out the factshehas 26 walks,
HSU’s single-season record.

“Jf you look at her (Pleasant) she

may seem threatening because she
towers over you, but she is about

ond baseman Alisa Tipton had
sprained and bruised herankle.
“So we’re down on the field
and the parking lotis about 150
yards away, so I jokingly said,
‘Tanisha, why don’t you carry
her up there?” She said, ‘OK.’

‘And she did it, she gave her a

piggyback ride and carried her
all the way up’ the hill,” said
Cheek.
Her amount of walks is not
her only runat the record books.

She is already tied for third on

HSU’s career home run list.
With a team-leading 43 RBIs,
she needs four more this season
to tie for the fifth best season

total in school history. To top it

all off, she also has a .393 batting average.

.

For casual chinese cuisine
or take-out
WE HAVE THE LARGEST
VEGETARIAN MENU IN TOWN!
SZECHUAN
HUNAN
CANTON
MANDARIN
Use your

HSU Athletics

Entertainment
for

onthe»
Card

10% alscount,

Discount COUPONS

also

available at

SOUTHERN

HUMBOLDT

NORTHERN
HUMBOLDT

NORTHERN
MENDOCINO

HSU's Athletios

Offlee

HUNAN PLAZA, proud
sponsor of HSU Athletics!

“Little” James

and his father
discuss dinner
options during
the waning
moments of
practice at

Redwood

Quintin Plitzkow, left, talks to Coach Williams while “Little” James listens in.

‘Little’ James

on track
kids are supposed todo.

Photos and story by
Keith Sheffield

The only difference is
he’s autistic.
“Little” James was diagnosed with autism
when he was about two

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Withaclap of 12-year-old hand:
a miniature football takes flight.
After reaching its maximum tra-

years old.
“We thoughthe hada
hearing problem,” Williams said. “After observing different little
things, we took him toa

jectory, the ball falls back to earth

into the palms of “Little” James.
For “Little” James, the only son
of HSU track and field coach James
Williams, the higher the ball flies,
the better.

professional and they diagnosed him.”

He can be seenat any track practice playing with his ball, climbing
up and down the Redwood Bowl
bleachers, jumping around the pole

vault pit or getting one of the ath-

Autism is a develop-

mental disorder that af-

letes to play with him.

Basically, he does everything

See James, page 41

UNIVERTE RS
ie)x

Coach Williams and “Little” James head out toRedwood Bowl for practice.
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James
* Continued from page 39

:

said.
Not one to sit idly by while life

fects a child’s speech, leaving the

goes on, “Little” Jamesalways finds

nicating.

“He likes watching things witha
lot ofaction. He likes things he can

respond well to speech,” said
“Little” James school teacher

physically touch,” Williams said.

child with limited ways of commu-

“Most (autistic) children don’t

Renee Ivey. Ivey instructs the Special Day classes at the Peninsula
Union School District in Samoa.
“They learn through visual
stimulation,

not audio

stimula-

tion,” Ivey said. “Words they can’t
visualize don’t mean anything.”
Autism affects children in varying degrees, Ivey said.

“Some autistic children are completely nonberbal or havea normal

[.Q. or above normal I.Q.,” Ivey
im
sade
Some autistic children may be
withdrawn because of the communication problems the disorder creates, however, “Little” James is far
from withdrawn.

“He’s always been a happy

something to entertain himself.

“I’m a high energy person myself,
but there are times when he wants
to go from one thing to another
and I’d like a break.”
However, ifdad is too tired there

are all of those athletes at the track
to symbolically take the baton and
play with “Little” James.
“He’s been coming out to track
practice as long as we’ve been at
Humboldt,” Williams said. “He

likes running and jumping, so this
is just the perfect environment for
him.”
The track and field athletes are

like an extended family of brothers
and sisters for “Little” James.
“He gets down in the starting
blocks with them,” Williams said.

“He loves to be here.

KEITH SHEFFIELD / LUMBERJACK STAFF

son is like a typical day for most

“They may all think they’re his
favorite.”
Joe Waters, a senior runner spe-

families, but “it takes a little longer

cializing in the 400-meter dash,

for us to get going.”

first met “Little” James on a recruiting trip from San Francisco.

young man,” Williams said.

A typical day for both father and

“We rise early. [let ‘Little’ James
do everything for himself,” Williams said.
Most mornings Williams lets
“Little” James fix his own breakfast.

“T let him be independent. I let

him do his tasks until he can’t,” he

Wednesday, April 9, 1997

“He’s real smart,” Waters said.

“He'll have you do everything.”
On the track, “we’ll be stretch-

ing and he'll (‘Little’ James) want
to play ball with you. Hejust brings

Safe!
HSU right fielder Kathryn Hutchings is safe on the CSU Hayward second baseman’s error during

a stolen-base attempt Friday. The ‘Jacks won the game, Il-0, then won
doubleheader, 3-0. HSU will play CSU Chico on Friday at home at
outscored the Wildcats, 48-9, in five previous meetings this season
against Chico. The ‘Jacks go into the game with an overall record of
record of 15-1, while the Wildcats are 15-23 and 7-9.

out the kid in everybody,” Waters
said.

1 COLONYIN
Shared
455

Union

Housing

Street, Arcata

AMENITIES:
PRIVATE ENTRANCE UNITS
FREE UTILITIES

FREE AMPLE PARKING
BUS STOP TO HSU
¢ Laundry facilities

¢ Personal computer lab
¢ Quiet, studious atmosphere
¢ Compatible lifestyle matching
‘Cable TV

$260 - 270/Month
Affordable Living
With

No

Hidden

Costs

(707) 822-1909
Fax (707) 826-9203

the second game of the
1 p.m. The ‘Jacks have
and are 55-25 all-time
43-7 and a conference
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Highlights from last week. at. the Fresno Relays
Shhedt

a

mw In the men’s 800 meters, Josh Qvintol ran a: cat
ds.to'pl
,
secon
52:40te
place fourth |
time of 1 minu

s in a season-best 12 85 seconds to take third.
| [EEmeter
Joe Waters had a pair of season bests on Friday, with a

seconds in the 400 meters an da time of
48.72
of
me
“ti
"
ay.
urd
Sat
.on
ssion
invitational.sé
the 200 meters. In the 100 meters, Ivan Boynton
in
9
“22:0
*
d
place
n
Chilto
Emily
,
Friday
on
s
meter
mw In the women’s 800
had:a season best time of 10.87 seconds.
2:17.01."
fifth with atime of

mw In the men’s 400 hurdles,

Brent Tocher placed third witha

re

M The women’s 4x100 relay team placed second with a

time of 51.0.and the men’s4x100 men placed fifth with a
te
e
ih
time of 53.27.
>
©
@ In the women’s 100 meters, Kristina Paulo finished the.100 «timeof 41.99...

:

on best

best list: Men

Se

Shot Put Catherine Hall (38-08.75)

Shot Put Greg Bianchi (42-03.25)

100 meters Ivan Boynton (10.87),

> Javelin Catherine Hall (102-06.0)

Javelin Dave Pearson (I81-07.0)

Ivan Boynton (21.94)

200 meters

Field

Oo Field

Soa

| Track

list: Women

400 meters Joe Walter(49.37)

Hammer Greg Bianchi (154 110)

400 meters Marti McCoy (57.92)

Hammer Catherine Hall (138-11.0)

800 meters Dutch Yerton (1:52.22)

Discus, Dave Pearson (138-02.0)

800 meters Emily Chilton (2:14.57)

Discus Catherine Hall (128-00.0)

5,000 meters Cisco Rubalcava (15:11.78)

Pole Vault: Pairick Malone, (13-06.0)..
Long Jump Patrick Malone (20-03.5)

10,000 meters Cisco Rubalcava (31:23.45)

High Jump Matt bider (6-00:0)

NO hurdles Brent Tocher (15.24)

Triple Jump Matt Lider (40-04'5),

400 hurdles Brent Tocher (53.25)

3,000 meter Steeplechase
Tim Miller (9:37)

1500 meters Ethan Schaeffer (4:01.95)

1500meters Emily Chilton (4:47.52) OS

Sousa (10:21.18)
“000 inieteKimrs
ei 100 hurdles Kristina Paulo (17.00)

400 hurdles Clover Codd (1.08.91
~y100-relay HSU.(50.65)

4x400 relay HSU (3:19.12)

4x400 relay HSU (4:10.47)

Decathlon Dave Pearson

| 4x100 relay HSU (41.92)

Softball
Il standings
Pet.

Pct.
| HUMBOLDT STATE

£860

eee
13

UC Davis

.

Sonoma St.

438
.286
125

} | CSU Hayward
|

.938
867
846

CSU Stanislaus

é Long Jump Anna-Marie Hird (16-105)

5,000 meters Kim Sousa (18:09:94)

Ys

14

874

le Vaull AnnaMarie Hird (8-04.75)
3 High Jump Kim Crane (4-10.0)

~*~

Triple Jump Anna-Marie Hird (32-08.0)

10;000 meters Kim Sousa (37:29.80)
Wi Next week: Saturday

Golden Bear Challenge
Berkeley, 9 a.m.

Last week's results
i In the conference-games Friday, HSU
defeated CSU Hayward 7-0 and 3-0.
HSU won again on Saturday, 11-0 and
5-1, against CSU Stanislaus.

882

23
27
26
34

UC Davis. Alisa Tipton was 7. for. 14 with fiv RBls..B.J. Helfrich
became HSU's record holder for strikeouts in a season tallying 23 in |

O79
.270
207
.081

16 innings for a total of 1 23. Freshman Tynel Humphreys went 5 for 12
with three doubles and 5 RBls. Right fielder Kathryn Hutchings has
not committed a error in

to April 26, 1996.
102 chances, dating back

Openweight Varsity 8

5th place (7:08.06)

Petite Finals:

Lightweight Varsity 8

3rd place (No time)

Petite Finals:

|

PETE CHENARD & BRYAN JACOBS / GRAPHICS EDITOR & LUMBERJACK STAFF
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Paper to become ‘The Nest’ if mascot changes
This 750 student-initiated measure, on the Associated Students ballot later this month
requests that the lumberjack be axed as the symbol of our school.
The recommended (and politically correct) replacement is to be the marbled murrelet—

a small seabird that nests in old-growth redwood forest.
Reasons for this proposal are understandable as far as eco-groovy reasons go — we can’t
very well have a mascot that represents all that is evil in Humboldt County.

Though noble, these pseudo-arguments and wishful thinking crumble under the cruel
weight of reality. The work and resources involved in changing all things lumberjack into

more things bird are far too great an undertaking to justify any perceived benefits of having
a new identity.
|
Concerns have been voiced by faculty, alumni, commuOy.

é

-

a Ay
BOW
em
ane

nity members and students who question whether the promurrelet forces understand the full emotional and financial

magnitude of their request.
How can the student population of 1997 have the right
~

to extinguish a school identity so many have shared for so
long?

What of the cost of the physical changes to the university? Who pays to repaint the gym
and re-uniform the athletic teams? And where does the “Lumberjack” merchandise in the
Bookstore go when it’s not politically correct to waste resources? What becomes of this
newspaper, inappropriately named ‘The Lumberjack (see headline)?

When the issue of a mascot change was voted on in the past, it was defeated. We strongly

support the defeat of this latest round of silliness as well.

Student concerned about

fat cats getting richer
Once again bureaucratic fat cats are considering to give themselvesa pay raise. That’s |
right, on March 6 the CSU Board of Trustees reviewed an independent study revealing that the CSU presidents are receiving
less than their counterparts, spurring talk of
the need for pay raises.
Currently, CSU presidents earn an aver-

age of (only) $141,305 annually in addition
to other perks!

To me, a pay raise is in order if their
performance as leaders is significant. Let’s
take a look and see what our local HSU

president has done for us’ lately. Did you

I hope everyone will oppose and protest
this plan of allowing bureaucratic fat cats

from getting richer.
Ian Lyman

done very little for the students.
Twice a year HSU students are required

to partake in the most archaic registration
process around. Community colleges are
ahead ofus in this game with phone registration systems.

McCrone has successfully been able to

secure millions of dollars into physical improvements to make the campus look like
his castle, though dozens of classrooms are

in dire need of reliable media equipment.

Huge amounts of money have been spent
wastefullyin paying grounds workers to keep
HSU looking like a botanical garden 24
hours a day, 365 days a year.
A lot of this money could go to helping
students get through school in the form of

financial aid.
Whataboutincreasing aid to middle-class

students, like myself, who bust their ass to

get through school as they work at the same
time?

So what does McCrone stand for? I don’t
think he stands for myself and fellow HSU
students.

a symbol of change
Students at HSU havea

Political science senior

choice to vote on

changing their mascot from the Lumberjacks to the marbled murrelets. What does
this mean?

‘Lumberjack’ is easier
to spell than murrelet
spelling is m-u-r-r-e-]-e-t, and that in comparison, the simple moniker of “Lumberjacks” seems just fine. Thanks.
Greg Hoetker
English junior |

From an academic perspective, it would
establish a student initiated commitment
and pedagogy toward a sustainable future.
From a historic perspective it would allow us to revisit who we are and where we
are going.
To adopt a mascot such as the marbled

Yesterday, a friend and I sat ata local cafe
and discussed the future of the ethnic studies department. An acquaintance overheard
our conversation and interjected, “Ifit’s not

American and it’s not English then they
shouldn’t be teaching it.”

fit

both those criteria. He responded by fumbling over the “Ebonics” debate, an obvious
|
herring.
The issue at stake is whether the students
of HSU are going to promote diverse per-

spectives and philosophies or let programs
like ethnic studies be dismantled by the
administrators. Judging by.comments like
those of my acquaintance, there is a need to
raise consciousness on this campus.
I hope we can work together to keep eth-

nic studies solvent so that it can continue to
help us meet this need.
Jacqueline Prichard
Sociology senior

pected change?
The decision to change to marbled
murrelets has several favorable rationales in
ideological, academic and historical levels.
Fromanideological perspective, a change
of mascot means a change of symbol and
representation.

Ethnic studies an important
part of campus diversity

that African-Americans

Mauricio Torres
Political science senior

‘90s, or could there be more to this unex-

Please inform your staff that the proper

I mentioned

Our hope is the same as the murrelet’s —
survival.
This is the time to empower yourself and
to learn to change!

Is it just a hip thing to do because it’s the

happen to know that his name is Alistair
McCrone? I didn’t until today. In the two
years that I’ve attended HSU I think he’s

‘New’ mascot could be

murrelet, an endangered species, a repre-

sentative and victim of our unquenchable
necessity for natural resources, is to welcomea paradigm of reflection, an initial step
toward change.
Periods of history have forced us to reevaluate our surroundings and adapt to
changing environments.
If we can’t change the trend of unsustainable consumption and the murrelet becomes
extinct, it may be safe to assume that we may
follow in its vanishing footprints.
The question of changing a mascot is
more than just about a bird; it is the realization of the imperatives of our future and
addressing them.

No doubt there are many who are not

concerned which mascot represents HSU

and to be fair a mascot is not of utmost
importance, but if we are to decide our future then we must begin by seeing our world
anew.

See Letters, page 45

Letter

ane

The Lumberjack welcomes letters on
any subject. All contributions must be

received by 5 p.m. the Friday before publication date and can be mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:
|
- Humboldt State University
Arcata, Calif. 95521

=

Phone: (707) 826-3271

“Fax: (707) 826-5921

_ E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

) ed orneatly printed.

| © Letters
are limited to 300 words, columns are limited to 600 words. Longer

items will not be considered. —
¢ Items must be verified before they’re

published. They need a signature, ad-

dress and phone number..Students must
include their major and year in school.

Anonymous letters will not be published.

e Items are subject to editing for style
and grammar and may be condensed to fit
available space.

e Publication is not guaranteed.

y
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ShannonMortensen
Calendar editor

P Aer you like to see HSU's mascot changed
~ “from the Lumberjack to the marbled Mg acl
If not the murrelet, should the mascot be

changed to something else?
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hours a day results in about 200 pounds of

“What’s wrong with the Lumberjack? It’s
representative of the local area. As far as
being politically correct, it depends on
how lumber-cutting is done. It’s not evil
in and of itself. It would probably cost
quite a bit and be a hassle to change all
the logos on campus and paraphernalia.”
Joseph Leighton
NRPI senior
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Experience Mt. Everest from your desk
America will experience real-time
h
Nort
ss
acro
ols
scho
high
500
t
abou
from
Students
mountain in midbers as they leave their base camp and head up the

‘nteraction with clim
offer updates and information about the
April. An expedition Web site has been set up to
trip at (http:/ /www.vrsystems.com/everest/).

Smart Card reach keeps expanding

g steps to become the predominant
- The Wall Street Journal reports that Motorolais takin
st ore personal and financial data on
supplier of smart cards — credit card-like devices that
embedded computer chips.
gy, making them

“I think the Lumberjack should be

replaced with what it really has been
replaced with, which is not the

ess technolo
Motorola plans to enhance the current model with its wirel
commuter rail
s as electronic toll payments and ticketless airline and

murrelet, but the fellerbuncher. The

useful for such thing
travel.
division says, “by 2001
The vice president of Motorola’s Smart Cards Systems Business
hones.”
there will be more smart cards around the world than telep
cards is centered in Europe,
He says that about 90 percent of the world market for smart
ca, as well as the United
but company officials hope to move into Asia and South Ameri

fellerbuncher is a piece of logging

machinery that cuts down several
times as many trees in the same time
a lumberjack would.”

|

Danny McClure

Environmental engineering senior

A

2

States.

“I think it would be wonderful if we
changed the mascot. HSU is known as an
environmental conscious school and

having a lumberjack as our mascot

contradicts the values of the majority

of the student body.”

Resha Cardone

Spanish/french junior

5

4

Fs
tradition the school and town brings.”
Brian Bolden
Social work senior

& Literacy Projec
C., Denver, Los
build “poetry walls” in Minneapolis, Boston, New York, Washington D.
Angeles and Austin, ‘Texas.
arrange into
The 8-by-20 foot walls carry thousands of word tiles that passerbys may
verse, with a poem of the week noted.

Last week’s riddle
atory tests,
There isa robot that is programmed to assemble children’s toys. During labor
robot
the robot assembled hundreds of toys without any errors. The day arrived when the

wrong.
The toy pieces were put into a carton and sealed and brought to the public demonstra-

Lumberjacks, plus the area that HSU

murrelet doesn’t fit in with the

ican Poetry
April is National Poetry Month and to celebrate, Washington, D. C.’s Amer
to
t is working with the Minneapolis-based company Magnetic Poetry

everything went
was to give a public demonstration and, as Murphy’s Law would have it,

“I think that they should stay with
is in makes up for the name. The

Poetry walls sprouting up all over

tion. The robot was given the carton filled with toy pieces, but it was unable to assemble a
single toy. What went wrong?
Answer
The robot was not programmed to open the carton.
This week’s riddle

This is a most unusual paragraph. How quickly can you find out what is so unusual about

Compiled byMelissa Lubin/Photo chief

it? Itlooks so ordinary you’d think nothing was wrong with it — and in fact, nothing is wrong
with it. It is odd though. Why? Study it, think about it and you may find out.
If you work at it for a bit, it will dawn on you.

.
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murrelet

Marbled

New mascot would be more representative of campus community
Hd

DOLDT STATE
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} “Associated Students president
Interdisciplinary studies senior
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conflicts arise, traditions must be modified,

petition requesting this question has been

signed by over 750 students.
Also, many campus organizations includ-

ing SEAC, Students for the Ethical Treatmentof Animals, CCAT, the Women’s Cen-

ter, the Green party of HSU, the Sustainable
Campus Task Force and the Hemp Club
support placing this question on the upcoming ballot.
The marbled murrelet is an endangered
seabird which lives in the continuous, dense

canopy of the last remaining ancient forests
of the Pacific Northwest. Although they are
aforest dwelling species, murrelets only feed
at sea.
Their perseverance and incredible
stamina are displayed by round trips ofup to

ited

betry
ry to

direct relationship to the murrelet.

120 miles to obtain their sustenance.
The murrelet would be preferable to our
current mascot for many reasons:

4. As an endangered species, adopting

the murrelet would create a higher awareness within the university and the community of our shared responsibility and con-

1. Our current mascot is a domineering

white male figure. The murrelet would be a

nection with our natural environment.
5, National and international recognition
could be generated for HSU by theadoption
of an endangered species as our mascot.
Certain myths associated with changing
the mascot need to be addressed:
Myth #1: Changing mascots will cost
too much. With very few exceptions, the

mascot in which men, women and minori-

ties could take equal pride.
2. The murrelet is an excellent representative of modern forestry practices. It represents the principles of habitat preservation,
biodiversity and long-term, sustainable management which are the hallmark of the new
forester.

current mascot does not appear in any “per-

3. The murrelet, as an icon of environ-

manent form.”
Most printed materials which contain our
mascot are dated materials (catalogs, newspapers, programs, game schedules, etc.)
which have to be reprinted regularly.
Modification to team equipment and uni-

mental awareness, would represent a larger
cross section of the campus community.
Many majors and minors including forestry, wildlife, fisheries, natural resources,

environmental science, appropriate aechnology and environmental ethics can claima

I write to you with deep concern for the future of the
want to emphasize the C4,
ethnic studies department at HSUI .
dire need for diversity on this campus.

Y
|

:

ag

If diversity means being a white flight school from the

.
I want to expose the administration’s subtle dismantling
of the ethnic studies department. In a letter by Dean Rocha to Professor Antonio

faculty
Sardinia, it was stated that they are in fact letting go one half of the ethnic studies
(Sardinia) and really not planning on hiri ng anymore.
The reason behind his termination was t hat they were not offering in the fall semester
Ethnic
of this year the courses that he teaches now. By stating that, Rocha is dropping
’s
Studies 105 (Cultural Minorities in the United States) which makes up two of Sardina

into

A
If they are not dismantling the department then what exactly are they doing?

EF

DEC seconclcn

Peer
eae i

southern cities of California, then there is a serious prob-

four classes.

ble a

This-two section course makes up about 60 percent of the department’s enrollment.

consist of
department cannot be run by one professor, Chair N athan Smith, and cannot
.
one or none classes.
1s blatant
Yet, Rocha says that he is not dismantling the department. This statement
university concerndisplay ofidiocy. There are many things that need to be done at this
department as
ing ethnic studies. To begin, the continuation and expansion of the

Letters
‘continued from

What an asinine idea. I trust that most, if
not all of you, choose HSU because of its

page 43

national standing and reputation asa quality

University’s reputation
threatened by new mascot
I was on campus last week and picked up
bout
rong

sive and deserving institution.

Myth #3: The teams, marching band
and newspaper will be forced to change
names. Sports teams are and will remain,
free to choose their own mascots.
The campus newspaper and marching
band are each independent organizations
which are and would remain free to change
their names at will.
Elusive, graceful, rare, unique — all of
these are descriptors of the murrelet. Diversity, stamina and perseverance, are qualities

which would make the murrelet an appeal-

ing mascot for any organization.
The time has come to ax the ‘jack. It’s time
for the Humboldt State Murrelets to proudly
give their opponents “the bird.”

Ethnic studies junior

aca

aal

recommended in the fall of ‘96 by an independent reviewer
be put into action.
There needs to be complete reinstatement of the ES 105
course this fall. Before the expansion of the department can
take place, we need assurance from the administration of

HSU that the faculty of the ethnic studies department be

retained for the academic year 1997-98. This would be consistent with HSU’s stated commitment to political, cultural and ethnic diversification
of the faculty.
Also, it is imperative that Rocha attends an open student forum which will reaffirm
his commitment to ethnic studies as an independent department. This is in accordance
with the independent reviewer’s recommendations and with Dean Bowker’s promise
to expand the department, which was published ina previous edition of The Lumberjack.
It is extremely important that there be absolutely no attempt on the part of Rocha or

any other administrator to restructure or quietly dismantle the department without the
participation of a fully informed student body.
Finally, it has got to made sure, that it is known that there is not any need for more
administrators, but the need for more instructors. I hope that all this information

infuriates all of you as it has me. Please let the student body know what’s going on and
lead them to greater knowledge ofthe lunacy that the administration is passing onas law.

ent

stra-

While some alum may be embittered by
the change, others may find it refreshing and
future alum will feel the school is a respon-

Ethnic studies department t o be cut in half

Los

ests,
bot

Myth #2: Alumni support for the university will plummet. The last time the
students of HSU tried to change their mas-

cot.

lem.

ope,

to buy the last remaining memorabilia.

opposition and several individuals threatened to withhold donations to the university.
Ofcourse, nobody knows howmany alum
refuse to donate because of the current mas-

yalues and well-being, they are valid. Where

orifnecessary, ejected. Suchis the case with
our current mascot.
There is considerable support for asking
the students of HSU if they want to change
their mascot to the marbled murrelet. A

financial boost could occur as people rush

cot, the Alumni Association voiced strong

There comes a time when traditions we
observe must be measured against the values we hold. Where traditions support our

PC

forms would be minimal. In fact, a one-third

a copy of The Lumberjack (April 2).

read

with interest and consternation the proposal
to change the name of HSU’s mascot from

Lumberjacks to murrelets.

university.
You should remember that that reputation was earned by the staff, faculty and
alumni who preceded you. Youare the caretakers of that reputation for future students.

Your responsibility is to nurture and imrove upon that quality, not engage in the
current PC. Being a Lumberjackis an honor

you are entrusted with to uphold in the
classroom, the playing field and in life.
If you don’t like being a Lumberjack |
suggest you, who favor this proposal, transfer to Chico State. You know, the school

which gained its notoriety by being in
Playboy’s top 10 party schools.

Chico could use your PC righteousness.
Bill Conners

Eureka resident
Class of ‘71

rock climbing.

References/

Experience/Excellent DMV. (510) 283-

affairs.

Contact Keith Wagner, A.S. President,
Application deadline:
826-5415.

Friday, May2.

.

FAST FUNDRAISER—Raise $500 in
5 days—Greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals. Fast, easy—No

financial obligation (800) 862-1982 ext.

4/16

33.
POSSIBLE

$1000's
BOOKS.

READING

Parttime, at home.

Toll free

(800) 218-9000 ext. R-8201 for listings.

3795.

McKINLEYVILLE ACTIVITY CENTER
AVAILABLE
JOBS
SUMMER
(application

deadline—April

18).

Program Supervisor (KIDSCAMP),
$8.28/hr, 40+ hrs/wk starting June 16,
in May,
hours begin
planning
on
recreati
in
nce
supervisory experie
camp
day
previous
required,
Co-Program
experience a plus.
Supervisor (KIDSCAMP), $8.28/hr, 40+
hrs/wk starting June 16, planning hours
begin in May, social work experience
with youth required, previous recreation
experience a plus. Recreation Worker

| (KIDSCAMP), $5.18/hr, 40+ hrs/wk
starting June 16, training begins late

May, experience working with youth in

recreation
required.
(Skating),

or education setting
Program Supervisor
$8.28/hr, 15 hrs/wk,

supervisory experience in recreational

setting required.

LAND
AND
CRUISE
EMPLOYMENT—Discover

work in exotic locations, meet fun
people, while earning up to $2,000/

mo. inthese exciting industries. Cruise
linformation Services: (206) 971-3554

EAT IT, GET HEALTHY; SHARE IT,
GET WEALTHY. For free information
regarding an incredible opportunity for
prosperity and abundance call Lincoln
(800) 927-2527 ext. 3830.
BEFORE RESPONDING to advertisements requesting
money be sent or giving a credit card number over the
phone, you may wantto contact the local Better Business
Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The
Lumberjack will not be responsible for the validity of any
offerings advertised.

basis

to

other

signs (experience required) and
reception (no experience necessary).
Please help us get through the winter.

443-1186.

All ads of a personal nature must be placed at the
Lumber Advertising Office. Advertisers must present
proper ID when placing ads of a personal nature.
Noads ofapersonal nature willbe accepted through
the mail. No telephone numbers, addresses or last

names can be used in ads of a personal nature.

2400 $225.
9868.

CANOES, SKIS, CLOTHING. Bringin
your old outdoor equipment or just
come by for great deals at Center

Activities’ Swap Meet in the UC Quad

on April 16th. For further details contact
Center Activities at 826-3357

IN
ANYWHERE
(Evenings and

4.5¢ MINUTE
CALIFORNIA!
long

conscious

DREAM

environmentally

New

weekends).

phone

distance

is offering

discount

Save

Also Jeeps, 4WD's your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 ext. A-8201 for current

New Color StyleWriter

listings.

443-

3x CD-Rom $85.

ONE

AMTRAK

CONVERTIBLE FIAT SPIDER, 47k
miles, good looking car, $5,350. 8269513.

TICKET from

WAY

Arcata to Los Angeles. Good until April

26th, $50 OBO.
3259.

Bill 826-1193 or 826-

1972 MERCURY COMET. Manual 4speed. Runs great, needs body work,
$750 OBO.
new tires, newbattery.

MACINTOSH LC II. Complete with
15-inch monitor, keyboard, mouse,
StyleWriter, Microsoft Word and

HSU.

on by
Office,

some garages. Coin operated laundry
References and one year
on site.
lease required. For more information

please

T and
T June
EN
SUBLE
TM
APARFOR

rates

your taxes

SUBLET FOR JUNE/JULY.

above the fog.

Beautiful home on 24 acres. 35 minutes
to HSU. $229,000. 442-9347

Call to schedule an appointment.

The Lumberjack.

training. We do not use telemarketing!

-

GOOD

newspaper

min. walk to HSU.
PG&E. 825-8824.

April 25, 26, and 27
Living Well, Dying Well
with

Sogyal Rinpoche
author of Tibetan Book of Living and Dying
Weaverville, CA

A public seminar of special interest to health care professionals,
clergy, hospice caregivers, therapists, those caring for loved ones
at home and anyone facing death
or wishing to explore the spiritual
dimension of living and dying.
Rates: $10 Friday night only; $75 full event: S120 event plus
room and board at Chagdud Gonpa. Please call

East.

REDWOOD
AUTOMOTIVE
822-3770
Brakes (Free
Electrical
Cooling

@

&

Repairs

Clutches

FRIENDLY

Just

north

Loaner

of

LAL.

aed!
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ees

#eeve

Overhauls

SERVICE

eeetv

@&

Arcata

Cafe

Mokka

Available

Bikes
5

ares,

Engine

Street,

J

513

Estimate)

Inspection

Systems

QUALITY

Tune-ups

&

Maintenance

Preventive

——
s

SUBAR

@&

HONDA

Ss

for more information
Preregistration required by April 15
Sponsored by Chagdud Gonpa Foundation

aed

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS. Only
$5/25 words ($2 students). Place ad
at University Ticket Office, Nelson Hall

lots of attention.

DATSUN

t.net
623-2714, fax 623-6709 or e-mail chagdud@snowcres

pee

$265/mo + half

THE LUMBERJACK! READ IT FOR
THE LATEST HAPPENINGS ON AND
OFF CAMPUS.

Pick one up at a news stand near you.

‘)\

Room in

is large, sunny and very clean. Only 5

268-

Affectionate

HOME.
needs

to

furnished 2-bedroom apartment, which

guarantee. CALL 442-6582 TOSTART

TO

walk

Cozy,

campus, washer/dryer. $385 (price
822e
a look!
negotiable). Come tak
9332.

FREE

SAVING! NOTE: We are looking for a
positive, motivated individual to help
Flexibility and
promote our plan.

beyond?)

(and

July

done by a certified and bonded tax
preparer for.$15, $35 electronically.

money and

Canyon

or fax Alder

call

Townhomes (707) 822-4326.

Get High-Speed
FAST INTERNET.
X2 56k, NO-BUSY, access for $17 a
month! Call The Grid (888) 333-4743.

Chau’s Tax Service in Eureka.
8762.

One, two and three bedroom

units. Range, refrigerator, microwave
and dishwasher. Decks, some with
ocean views. Off street parking and

Tae
RATE—Get

Walk to

ARCATA TOWNHOUSES.

LUMBERJACK T-SHIRTS—The
Lumberjack newspaper has T-shirts

STUDENT

and

HOUSING

RENT SPACE ON THIS PAGE CALL
AN AD REP TODAY AT 826-3259.

Come
for sale, only $10.
Lumberjack Newspaper Ad
Nelson Hall East.

evenings

822-6337

Call Jenna
weekends.

Minitab. $500. Call 677-3867.

support your favorite environmental
Free switch over and
groups.

REAL ESTATE
KNEELAND

4/80 $495.

AA HOT LINE # 442-0711 ANYTIME.

across the U.S.!_

CSU

Contact Keith Wagner,
campuses.
A.S. President, 826-5415. Application
deadline: Friday, May 2.

people in

and low income

Eureka, South Jetty, and Rio Dell. Vital

company

Students
Associated
stipend.
opinion
student
HSU
representative for
ata statewide level. Requires travel on

monthly

homeless

13" color monitor, $495, Mac IIci 8/80
w/ 13" RGB, $595. PowerBook 145b

= BS
oraON
ANOL

ext. C60477.

CALIFORNIA STATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION REPRESENTITIVE
FOR 1997-98—$1,200 per year

a

TOUR
how to

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED on a regular
schedule for mobile clinic serving

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes.

warranty, Ilsi mb RAM/80mb HD w/

N
GEOR
@S
ZDGOG@mNVSSI

season: Groupcounselors; Instructors:
horseback ride, sports, swimming,
fishing, canoeing, rowing, crafts, mtn.

in student

had unprotected intercourse, a
contraceptive failure, or been sexually
assaulted? Emergency contraception
is an important option for pregnancy
special
these
in
prevention
circumstances if used within 72 hours
of the incident. For more information
call HODC at 826-8610.

90 day

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS,

JER?

ROUGHING IT
SUMMER JOBS!
DAY CAMP-SF EAST BAY hiring full

interest

strong

PILL—Have you

AFTER

MORNING

@&

Center Board of Directors is accepting
applications for student Board
Letters of application
members.
addressed to Steve Curtis at the
University Center Director's Office are
due by 5pm on Friday, April 18, 1997.
For details call the Director's Office at
4/16
826-4878.

Coordinate and implement public
information aspect of the Associated
Students, and serve as elections
commisioners. Desire students with a

TOYOTA

NEED YOUR
The University

STUDENTS, WE
APPLICATIONS.

AUTOMOTIVE

FOR SALE

PERSONALS

RELATIONS
PUBLIC’
TWO
COORDINATOR POSITIONS FOR
1997-98—$600 stipends per year.

MAZDA@®
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biking,

CLASSIFIEDS
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Wednesda
LECTURE: “The !SO 14000 series
of international environmental
standards,” presented by Brent
Backus and S. Wayne Rosenbaum
at 2 p.m. in Goodwin Forum, in
NHW. Free. 839-3094.

17k
26DANCE PARTY: Music by the Grateful
Dead from 8 p.m. to midnight at
Celebration Hall, Arcata. $3. Drums
welcome. (800) 927-2527 ext. 3830.

al 4ork,
and

HEALTH INFORMATION: The Health

Education and Promotion Program
will be on the Quad from 11 a.m. to 1

p.m. and in the JGC from 4:30 to 6
p.m. through Friday for “EveryBody

is Beautiful” week. Sponsored by the

Student Health Center, the Women's
Center and the Activities Coordinating Board.

MASSAGE:
from 3:30
Forum in
Beautiful

By a licensed therapist
to 5:30 p.m. in Goodwin
NHE. Part of EveryBody is
Week. Free for students.

DRUM AND DANCE: Workshops
offered by Abdoulaye Diakite and
Alassane Kane from Senegal, West
Africa. Saturday: drums at 2:30 p.m,
dance at 4 p.m. Sunday: drums at
noon, dance at 2 p.m. Workshops
offered both days at the Bayside

Grange, Arcata. $15 each, $5 for
viewing only. 923-2642.
FLAMENCO DANCE: CenterArts
presents La Tania in an evening of

GWPE WORKSHOP: Class is offered
by the Learning Assistance Center
from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Bayview Room
of House 71. Free to students.
Reserve space by Calling 826-5188.
WRITERS’ GROUP: The Redwood
Coast Writers’ Center hosts this
meeting open to all writers at 1 p.m. at
the Ink People Center for the Arts, 4114
12th St., Eureka. 442-6035.

dance and music at 8 p.m. in the Van

Duzer Theatre. $17 general, $13
students and seniors. 826-3928.
LIVE MUSIC: Hermetic Science plays
a mix of classical, jazz, rock, folk
and ethnic styles at 8 p.m. in the
Lakeview Room of College of the
Redwoods. $5 general, $3 students
and seniors. 445-6838.

MATH PLACEMENT TEST
WORKSHOP: offered by the
Learning Assistance Center from 3
to 5 p.m. in the Bayview Room of
House 71. Free to students. Reserve
space by calling 826-5188.
SPRING DANCE: Featuring music by
Alan Redstone from 7 to 10 p.m. at
the HCAR Center, 2413 Second St.,
Eureka. $3. 445-8419.

ly
ill

LIVE MUSIC: The Errol Previde Quartet
plays from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. inside the
Holiday (formerly Lost Coast) Inn,
Arcata. Swing dancing and free

lessons at 8 p.m. All ages. $3.
822-4861.
NATURE DRAWING: From 1:30 to 3
p.m. children ages 7-9 will learn about
the marsh and begin a sketchbook of
nature drawings. $7. Register through
the HSU Natural History Museum at

POETRY READING: Jim Dodge reads
at 8:30 p.m. inside the Jambalaya as
part of the Featured Readers Series.
$2. 826-1469.

OPEN MIC NIGHT: Hosted by the
Humboldt Brewery from 7 to 10 p.m.
Open to all. 826-2739.

parent from 10:45 to 11:30 a.m.
Experience nature through songs,

games and live animals. $5. Preregistration required. 826-4479.
POTLUCK: A celebration of spring
from 5 to 7 p.m. that emphasizes
raw, live and fresh foods. A quilt
making session follows. Bring food
and fabric to the CCAT house. 8263551;
SWAP MEET: Hosted by Center
Activities on the Quad from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Bring used and unwanted
outdoor equipment to sell. Full
details at 826-3357.

the Career Center at noon in NHW

232. 826-3341.
WORKSHOP: “Sexual Harassment:
your legal rights and responsibilities.” Offered from 3 to 5 p.m. in
NHE 106. Limited to 50 participants.
Register by calling 826-3626.

Memorial Building. $5. 441-3208.

Sunday
WILDFLOWER WALK: Redwood
National and State Parks offer this
ranger-guided walk in the forest from
1 to3 p.m. Meet at the Prairie Creek
Visitor Center 4.5 miles north of Orick.

Send event listings to Shannon

c/o The Lumberjack. Deadline for
submissions is the Friday before
desired publication.

Free. 822-7611

ext. 5265.

WORKSHOP: “Discovering Data on the
Internet: Sources of Geospatial and
Numeric Data in the Natural
Resources and Sciences,” presented
by Robert Sathrum from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
$5. Register through Extended
Education at 826-3731.

*call venue for entrance age information.

friday

ACOUSTIC MUSIC: from 7 to 10 p.m.
each Saturday at the Humboldt Bay
Coffee Co., Eureka. No cover.
444-3969.

ARCATA COMMUNITY POOL:
Offers a variety of family activities.
822-6801.

Weekend Diversions
thursday

saturday

CCAT'S GARDEN DAY: Each Friday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at CCAT
house. 826-3551.

-CHILD CARE INFORMATION:

CAFE MOKKA

Humboldt Child Care Council helps
answer questions about child
rearing. 444-8293.

George Moondy.

Fifth and J streets.
Arcata, 822-2228

CLUB WEST

DJ Dancing.

Fifth and G streets.
Eureka, 444-CLUB

Power-96 Retro Revival

Club Western.

Dance Party.

H

HEFE’S

Open mic blues jam.

432 5th St.

Reggae Angels.

Eureka, 443-HEFE

Kai Kin CD release party
with Okra Pickle.

no music this week.

3

Evening of blues
with Ruben Diaz

Arcata, 822-4766

Sprial Junction.

Kachimbo!

Banana Spliff.

Mamma Jammas.

1300 Central Ave.

I McKinleyville, 839-7580

PUB

Sunny Brae Center.
Sunny Brae, 822-5493

.

Drop-in

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
COMMITTED TO RESPONSIBLE TRANSPORTATION:
Meets Thursdays at 5 p.m. in NHE
120. 825-8486.
COLLEGE

REPUBLICANS:

Meets

Thursdays at 6 p.m. in Siemens 2.

GLBSA: The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Student Assn. meets Thursdays at
7 p.m. in the Multi-cultural Center
(House 55). 826-1053.
GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY: Meets
Wednesdays at 2 p.m. in Founders
Hall 106. 825-8226.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Meets
Mondays at 7 p.m. in NHE 115.
826-7579.
LIBERTARIAN CLUB: Meets
Mondays at 5 p.m. in NHE 119.
822-2617.
LITERARY SOCIETY: Meets
Wednesdays at 8 a.m. in Crosswinds
Restaurant, 10th and | streets,

Arcata. 826-1053.
MARINE

BIOLOGICAL

SOCIETY:

Meets second and fourth Thursdays

of each month at 5 p.m. in SCIA 354.
839-4379.
STUDENT ACCESS GALLERY:
Meets second and last Thursdays of
each month at 5 p.m. in Art 205.
826-4149.
WOMEN IN THE COLLEGE OF
NATURAL RESOURCES AND
SCIENCES: Meets Friday at 1 p.m.
in the Math Conference room in the
Lower Library. “Expanding your
Horizons” planning meeting.
822-5363.

Mike Craghead Trio.

SWEETRIVER SALOON: Pau!
Lyons, with Heidi Joyce, performs
Saturday at 10 p.m. in Bayshore
Mall, 3300 Broadway, Eureka. $6.
444-9704.

INK PEOPLE CENTER FOR THE
ARTS: “Sharing Space,” visions of
the world through the expressions of
our “selves.” Work by Peter Tseng,
Arupa, Thao LeKhac and Adolfo
Soberanis. April 5 through April 26 at
411 12th St., Eureka. 826-3638.

——_Theater—

tutorials are available each Monday

DIAL “M” FOR MURDER: Plays
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. from April 11 through May 3 at
the North Coast Repertory Theatre,
Eureka. Matinee at 2 p.m. April 27.
442-6278.

from 11 a.m. to noon in the Health

Center building, Room 223.
Confidential. 826-3236.

SIX RIVERS
CO.

INTERNET WORKSHOPS:

MARIJUANA SMOKERS SUPPORT GROUP: Meets Tuesdays

| Arcata, 826-2739

JAMBALAYA
915H St.

COMING OUT GROUP: The North
Coast Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Alliance. 445-9760.

from 2 to 3 p.m. in Library 310 and
each Thursday from noon to 1 p.m.
in Siemens Hall 119. Free.

| HUMBOLDT
BREWERY
856 10th St.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB: Meets
Tuesday at noon in Jenkins Hall 102.
839-3544,

TAX FILING ALERT!

826-3551.

SUNNYSIDE

NATURE FOR THE VERY YOUNG:
At the HSU Natural History Museum.
For ages 2-3 accompanied by a

WORKSHOP: “How to find a summer
job in Humboldt County.” Offered by

POTLUCK AND DANCE: Bring a dish
to share at 7 p.m. The dance begins
at 8 p.m. with music by The Contra
Band until 11 p.m. In the Veteran's

WORKSHOP: “Passive Solar Building
and Design.” Slide show and
discussion offered by CCAT from 2
to 5 p.m. at the CCAT house. Free.

BREWING

LIVE TELECONFERENCE: ‘Living
with grief: when illness is prolonged.” A panel discussion
designed to help community leaders
counsel families and to help
individuals cope with prolonged
illness of loved ones. Begins at
9:30 a.m. in the Turf Room of the
Redwood Acres Fairgrounds,
Eureka. Free. Register by calling
442-2941.

826-4479.

47

WRITERS’ GROUP: The Redwood
Coast Writers’ Center meets the
second and fourth Monday and
Tuesday of each month. Open to all.
Free. 442-8413.

STEEL MAGNOLIAS: Plays
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at
8:15 p.m. through May 3 at the
Ferndale Repertory Theatre,
Ferndale. Matinees at 2:15 p.m. on

April 20 and 26. Tickets for the April
3, 4 or 5 shows may be exhanged
by calling 786-5483.

The Lumberjack
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COFFEEHOUSE
e CAPPUCINO
e PASTRIES
_ © FIREPLACE
e JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun — Thurs: noon fo 11 pm.
Fri & Sat: noon fo | am
e GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE «

CORNER Sth & J, ARCATA ¢ CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

